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DEDICATION 

This year's Log is dedicated to the memory of Claus Gorgichuk , who lost his 
life this year In a tragic diving accident. Claus came to Royal Roads in 1975 and 
spent his first two years in Mackenzie Flight , and was then transfered to 
Hudson where he was the first slate CFL in 1977 . Claus was active in the 
college as a member of the representative soccer team and as a member of 
several clubs . As a fellow cadet and as a friend, he is missed by all. 



RETIRING STAFF 

Prof. Dalsin 

Prof. Mcintosh 



COMMANDANT'S MESSAGE 

This past academic year has been both satisfying and productive for Royal Roads. Many projects are now 
completed or in progress which will enhance our facilities for staff members and cadets alike . Changes made to 
the method of selecting recruits, coupled with pre-academic training at BOTC have improved the overall quality 
of the College's first-year class. Moreover, a formal program designed to expand your knowledge of the military 
profession has been successfully introduced. While other improvements within the College can still be achieved I 
am pleased with the progress to date. 

This edition of "The Log" will help all of us when reminiscing in the years ahead to recall activities , colleagues 
and close friendships. To the second year cadets who will complete their course of studies at either RMC or CMR I 
extend my best wishes for success. 

To the class of '78 you are beginning your careers at a time when the future outlook is most optimistic. Each of 
you, regardless of classification, will be responsible for operating or maintaining complex and expensive weapons 
systems coming into the Canadian Forces inventory. Your academic and military training has prepared you to 
meet this responsibility. I am confident you will find your profession challenging and rewarding. On behalf of all 
staff members at RRMC I offer congratulations and warmest wishes for the future . 

~ . '\ 
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J.H. Roddick 
Colonel 
Commandant 





CAPT. R.F. Folkman 
A/ OAth 

MILITARY STAFF 

CAPT. J .W. Miller 
OAth 

CAPT. T. McCarthy 
PAdO 
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CAdO 

L T.(N) A.J . Warren 
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CDR. J .D.S. Reilly 
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CAPT. P.M. Lobb 
Dental Officer 



CAPT. G.R. Ives 
Chaplain (P) 

L T.(N) S.D. Jacobson 
1 Sqn . Commander 

CAPT. J .T. Dabrowski 
Chaplain (RC) 

CAPT. CW. Hemus 
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CAPT. A.B. Clark 
3 Sqn. Commander 







PHYSICS 

CHEMISTRY 
Dr. A. G. Bricknell 

Dr. W. C. Horning Dr. H. Montgomery 

Dr. M. R. Barr Dr. M. G. Robinson Dr. D. P. Krauel 



Dr. D. W. Hone 
ENGINEERING 

Prof . J . A. Izard Prof. E. R. Chappell 
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Prof. J. W. Madill Prof. W.G. Mcintosh 



ARTS 

Mr. W. T. Mann 
Commerce 

Dr. J. A. Boutilier 
History 

Lt.(N) W. D. John 
English 

Dr. P.J.S. Dunnett 
Economics 

Maj. H. R. Gardner 
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Dr. G. Morgan 
English Head of Dept. 

Dr. W. Rodney 
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MLM 



FRENCH 
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SECOND YEARS RETURN 





ROOK TERM 













THE ROOK RACE 









CHRISTMAS CAROL SERVICE 





CHRISTMAS BALL 





THE ROADS BOWL 



May the great master who Instructs me place on my paper, and for the benefit of my 
standing in general, a great or a passing percentage. And may no misstatement by me lower 
it. And may thoughtfulness upon marking be the predominant feature In the Instructor's 
mind. For my effort indiVidually, I commit my paper to him that set it and may his blessing 
alight on me for dOing my homework faithfully. To him I resign myself and to the examination 
which is given to me to write. Amen, Amen, Amen. 
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(1944 Log) 
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THE SUNSET CEREMONY 
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114BB Fleming, G H. 
Saskatoon, Sask. 

Mars 
P&PO 

After spending a cool summer in the Arcllc, " The Flem" rolled back to the college to take post as 
first CBM . After demonstrating his musical abilities, and drumming up the enthusiasm in the band to a 
keen pitch, Gord spent a relatively relaxed second slate performing the less arduous task of Wing Com
mander. 

After a casual tour in office, Gord ran for a second term despite a platform based on raising the 
fourth year standards. To the surprise of all he captured the position of Honor Slate Wing Commander. 
Some people believe that this was due to hiS good looks, but we all know that it was due to his ability to 
organize the Scuba Club finances. 

Despite interests ranging from sailing , scuba diving, skiing, waterpolo, motorcycle riding, to Maria, 
Gord has managed to keep hiS academiCS on the low priority mode. 

Gord is heading toward a career in the Mars classification we know he will do well, so we wish you 
happy salling and best of luck in the future, 

11B73 Clements, R.G. 
Kimberley, B.C. 

BONNE CHANCE 

Pilot 
P&PO 

Originally from Calgary, Richie IS one of the few exceptions to the rule that all prairie boys run away 
from home to join the navy. He ran away to trust his life to one of those flimsey flying machines. Being 
one of the more " gung ho" members of the class, he has held the majority of the bar positions at one 
time or another in his CMC career, Fourth year was no exception to this as he was first slate CWTO and 
has graduated as the DCWC 

"The Clemmer" has taken an active part in the sports program playing most 1M sports, but he 
made hiS name on the rep soccer team. For 3 out of 4 years he was the least tall person on the College, 
but when he stepped onto the soccer field , people (especially the ot her team) looked up to him. 

Behind his disarming grin Richie hides many talents. This " terror of the parade square" shocked 
everyone in our second year when he sat down at a piano and casually began playing Beethoven 's 
movements and Tchaikovsky's D flats and E minors. Many an impromptu sing-song was passed at the 
p,ano on the Quarter Deck at lunch time - much to the chagrin of the remainder of the Cadet Wing and 
mess staff. 

Perhaps the One Squadron fourth years will best remember Richie from those pleasant evenings 
up at "The Rakes" when at about midnight or so the little fellow would begin to make hiS big pOint in the 
conversation and about 1 00 a m. he would finally fall back in his chair after someone brought to his 
attention the fact that he had been repeating the same sentence for about an hour now. Well done Clem. 
Of course there was the age old ritual of gOing through some poor rook 's window after one of these 
meetings And who could ever forget the first few morning classes after UNOWHO has been at the 
Colwood the prevIous night. Yes , Richie has left behind something for us all to remember. 

Well Mr Clements we all know you will do well. It IS not difficult to see you striding confidently out 
to your sleek sliver bird With your pillow tucked under your arm, grinning from ear to ear and gazing 
dreamily up at the sky. You will do well 

1190 1 Joelson, E. R. 
Prince Albert , Sask 

MARE 
P&PO 

Gene has spent all of hiS illustrious four years at Roads as a member of Fraser Flight (Wanna buy a 
duck?) Throughout hiS college career he has held various command bar positions and came back to 
Roads thiS fall as CSL #1 . HIS ability to drive everybody to Insanity was particularly eVident at Wing 
Headquarters meetings to hiS most often used phrases of " What was that? " or "Come on guys, I'm only 
trying to get things straight ," would be countless moans and groans of " Geez Joelson" .... 
Nevertheless, for hiS efforts throughout the year he was again placed in command of the Number One 
squardron for Honor Slate 

Gene 's athletiC prowess on the squash courts and on the soccer field was a constant source of 
amusement for us all He was the only guy in the history of RRMC to get five POints before he even 
stepped onto the squash court I Whenever one heard a blood curdling cry of " Banzaiii . . YipYip 
Yahoooeee! I" they knew Gene was jumping out of a perfectly serviceable aircraft or skiing the slopes of 
Mt Whistler With wild abandon 

If Gene was not in his room working (Baggin' at BraSier's?) he could be found out In the lagoon 
salling . or diVing somewhere out In the straits, or just having a pleasure ride on his Honda. As the Presi
dent of the SCriblerus Club. Gene managed to arrange several questionable " social " outings for the 
wlngers of the College He was an aVid supporter often the instigator of countdown day parties at the 
Col wood - any day would do. 

Gene is certain to do very well as a MARE Officer - If the PO 's can put up with him. All the best 
and good sailing Geno 



11903 Kampman. RJ 
Gibsons Landing. B C 

MILE 
P&PO 

Randy halls from that metropolis of the Sunshine Coast. Gibsons Landing. In 1974. he graduated 
from the local high school. Elphlnstone Senior Secondary. with the reputation of being the only man to 
wear a shirt and tie to classes. 

This clean cut Individual. although of German extraction. was born to serve the Queen. It IS said 
that Randy IS so full of military discipline that he sleeps to attention. although the comment has been 
made that he IS too gung for practical purposes. 

As with us all . Ra.ndy has hiS strengths and weaknesses. HIS strengths are In playing the guitar 
(singing IS quite another matter) . keeping the Wing supplied in cigarettes. and bearing the brunt of 
numerous bald Jokes without becoming upset. or at least not too often. His weaknesses are in the form 
of a young Victoria lass. soon to be Mrs Kampman. and hiS rampant superstition. 

While at Royal Roads. Randy has held the positions of CSTO. DCWC. and Honour Slate CSL of 2 
Squadron. In spite of which he has managed to attain a solid second·class honours. 

H,s chosen classification of Military Engineering is as close to " grunt" as one could hope for. And . 
after a short pause at the end of this year to get married. Randy is off to Chilliwack to complete his phase 
training 

In all . a well·known lad who Will not be easily forgotten . nor Will his TCF. Good Luck. Randyl 

11970 Tarbet. H.J. 
Beaver Falls. B.C. 

Pilot 
P&PO 

Howard Tarbet is the only surviving purebred Hudson fo~rth year. He started his final year in a 
good fashion by taking the reins of Three Squadron as CSL. for both first and honour slate. He is relying 
on his past experience as #3 CSTO in third year and Hudson flight DCFL in second year to guide him in 

. the mysteries of command. 
Throughout his four year visit to the college (he must have liked it here to stay so long ; maybe it 

was the weather) Howard worked hard to keep his marks on the up and up. at one point achieving first 
class honours. A staunch supporter of the rep. soccer team. he has managed to keep hi",self in good 
shape. despite frequent jaunts to the Colwood for a quick brew. Howard has been active in the flying 
club. the scuba club. the ski club (with a wineskin in one hand. poles in the other and the skis usually on 
his feet. this avid skier always made it to the bottom of the hill in fine forml) . and the parachute club. 
After a few jumps to prove that he wouldn 't fly off into space. Howard retired. with skin intact. from the 
parachute club. After all. why jump out of a perfectly serviceable' aircraft? 

The " Ogre". as he is known to the other Hudson years and " Shylock" to his term. Howard is 
always one to get out to a party or a good time at ANY time. Like the time when. after a bayonet 
mysteriously slammed through the back of his medicine cabinet (in third year). 2 fourth years poured 
themselves into his room at 3 A .M . and dragged him into Pit's Pub for a beer. Also. Howard 's sister's 
place has been the scene for several term get·togethers. 

This summer. Howard is going to Portage and later on to Moose Jaw in search of a pair of pilot's 
wings. Best of luck in the future . Howardl 

UTPM Dewar. J .S. 
Vancouver. B.C. 

MARS 
P&PO 

John was born in 1951 in Vancouver and grew up to become a sailor in 1969. As a Signalman he 
served aboard HMCS Qu'Appelle and HMCS Kootenay. After learning how to chip paint and how not to 
throw up into the wind . John decided to improve himself and become one of the first UTPM's to attend 
Military College when he started prep year at College Militaire Royale in 1973. John came to Royal 
Roads in 1976 and has since excelled academically without alienating his classmates. In fact John has 
only two faults ; he won 't leave a party on the same day it is given and he has never mastered the art of 
wearing a beret. 

Since joining the College John has held a number of bar positions in 4 Squadron and the Cadet 
Wing. such as CFL. CSL. and VPMC. 

John has a wife. Colleen. and two children Scott and Jessica. who live in the same house with his 
books and desk. John and his family hope to move to Vancouver where John wants to pursue a post· 
graduate degree pr"gram in Physical Oceanography at U BC. When he has learned all there is to know 
John will return to the navy as a MARS officer. at which time he will use all his knowledge to tell others 
how to chip paint and how not to throw up into the wind . 



11862, 80wer, T C 
Calgary, Alta 

MARE 
Pl!!PO 

The irrepressible Tom Bower finished off his career at Royal Roads rather well this year. At 227 
days and counting, with nothing to do but academics, the year started off a little slow. With his trusty 
steed Barney, Tom spent much of the first half of the year recovering from rugby wounds and getting a 
lovely young lady behind the cross-country course to ease his sorrows. 

Things started lumping In November as Tom took up the position of DCWC. Amid agonized, an
tagonized and anguished cries of BOOWWERRRI, Tom blasted his way through WHQ and the Castle . 
The poor academic staff didn 't know what hit them , 

Renowned for his rhythmic and musical talents (an amazing ability with the radio!. Tom was 
presented with a jam can to beat in the mess. Actually, spoons and milk jugs are his bag. 

Tom 's presence has also been felt up at the "Colwood", "58 beer and two reds please" . A certain 
limp wrlsted fellow also received a lesson on who not to admire. 

Honor slate CWTO has given rise to the pseudonym Warrant Bower. This may be a result of a 
parade square image but more likely is due to the time put in doing oh oh dees. 

Anyway best of luck In the future Tom, you 'll do well at sea. Just remember that someone has to 
be a Grlmey, and we 're all behind you . 

11909, Labrecque, A J M 
Red Deer, Alta 

AIR NAV. 
Pl!!PO 

In spite of the fact that Mark comes from the heart of 011 country In Alberta, he has done 
remarkably well here at Royal Roads Best known to the Profs as " wake-him-up-please", Mark has 
nevertheless made records for sleep learning, and has done well academically too. Mark breezed through 
his first two years as a Champ Magician, and did so well he was moved up to Hudson halls as first slate 
CFL He did such a good Job of convincing the rooks that he knew something, that he was rehired for 
honour slate In fourth year Mark spent a well deserved rest before being rudely waken up as second 
slate CWSO, which he would not give up for honour slate 

In spite of military or academic pressures, " Bar-be -q" st"l had time to pursue his favourite pastime 
(no , not her) . SOCCERIII Known as " The Wall ", Mark's legendary feats as the Rep Team 's goalie 

were spread far and wide Mark's other Interests Included the flYing club, the scuba club, and reading. 
Many an evening Mark has been seen sleeping with a sCience f,cllon book In his hand He also somehow 
conVinced the powers that be that he was a "Jock", and was awarded the Commandant's Cup as the 
best fourth year athlete 

Now that Mark has " dun got hisself a educashun", he can be what he always wanted a back seat 
air plane director, that IS, an Air Nav We know he w"l do well , if he can survive the summer at S. Jean 
fighting off those French girls Best of luck, Mark" I 

11937, Nichol , M S 
Edmonton, Alta 

ANAV 
Pl!!PO 

Steve Nichol , academic genius (sometimes!. all around athlete, (most of the time!. lover of women 
(few, but of definite quality!. and basically a nice guy, (all the tlmel) 

Big Nick returned to Royal Roads thiS year to serve as CWSO, a Job he was well suited for being a 
solid crossed clubs holder and dedicated hard worker He did an excellent job getting our sports 
programme off to a good start 

Steve IS an aVid skier and hit the slopes whenever he could. Among his diverSified Interests are : 
hiking, bagpipe plaYing , weber carburators and of late he has been conducting an In-depth study of (the 
architecture and occupant of) 4323B Vanguard Place. 

DUring his four years here Steve has served In many Cadet Wing military positions and also par
ticipated In the Soccer, Rugby , Tug of War, and Cross Country rep teams, 

Steve has been Interested In things that fly for a long time and possesses an Incredible knowledge 
or Just about any plane, Jet or flYing object you could Imagine Why he could probably give you the flight 
charcterlstlcs of a paper clip If you asked him . ThiS Interest In flight has led Steve to pursue a career as 
an Air Navigator where he has conllnued to do well In his phase training and will no doubt make a name 
for himself In aViation CIrcles (Wrongway Nicol?) 

Steve has also been a strong member of the M"'tary Christian Fellowship and weekly Bible study. 
For all hiS efforts Steve has been rewarded as Honour Slate CWPMC where beSides keeping a 

mess running effiCiently and organIZing Grad events, hiS many duties include keeping the CBM from 
singing at the head table (He was unsuccessful) 

The four years at Royal Roads have been good ones Steve we know your future will be an exciting 
one and full of happiness 



UTPM . Brasier. G E. 
Victoria . B C 

CELE 
P8<PO 

Geoff. born In England In 1 943 . jOined the RCAF In 1960 as a Communication Researcher After 
basIc training In St -Jean. Que .. he was posted to a number of RCAF. RCN . and Royal Canadian Signal 
Corps stations. including two tours In Whitehorse and two In Alen. The Isolation does not seem to have 
affected him. however. as he enloyed a brilliant military career which rocketed him to the rank of Officer 
Cadet In only founeen shan years. he was selected for U.P.T.M . in 1974. 

Actually. Geoff began his current academic career In 1969 when he began taking high school 
courses at the grade nine level The culmination came this year with graduation with a B.Sc. In PhYSICS 
and PhYSical Oceanography. You 've come a long way. babyl 

The first couple of years In the programme were spent at RMC. but Geoff saw the light and came 
to Roads for Third and Founh years He has been a CFL for the U.T.P.M . squadron. VPMC for the wing . 
CSTO. and held the position of VPMC for Honours Slate. The recent improvements in Mess Decks attest 
to his ability In thiS depanment. He has also become a father-confessor and adVisor for the R.O.T.P. 
cadets ; extolling the vlnues and advantages of married life . 

ThiS year. Geoff will be following the example of his oldest son. who graduated from high school 
last year. and Royal Roads will be sorry to see him and his lovely wife . Maggie. leave. 

Good luck In the future. Geoff. and may you achieve your ambition to make captain before receiv
Ing the clasp to your CD. 

1 1943. Plows. C.w. 
Burlington. ant. 

MARS 
P8<PO 

Colin came back to Roads thiS year after a holiday in England and assumed the role of Wing Com
mander. It was in this dominant position that Colin demonstrated his strong leadership style and strove 
to enforce the college motto. " Truth. Duty. Valour" . In this role. Colin was very successful and the 
college year gopast two years by retaining the crown to the crossed clubs award. In addition . Colin 
scored hiS first goal ever in intramural Ie This year Colin was active in many areas of the college life . 
He is a strong member of the Military Christian Fellowship. Scuba Club and Band. Being a bandsman. 
Colin's love for music has never failed and he has become a " 50 's era " fanatic (singing "Teenager in 
Love" ad nauseam). Colin 's other pastimes are hiking reading Indian and Naval History books. and eating 
Chinese fohorse (actually a '73 Mustang). Unfortunately it has a habit of filing with water and becomes 
quite unrideable. 

Colin IS a very strong advocate of the Navy and it is in this field that his ambitions lie . Being a 
tremendously hard workermeday. 

11643. Duguay. D. 
Lameque. New Brunswick 

P.T.L. 

MARS 
P8<PO 

Daniel is the only Acadian to graduate from Roads this year. He hails from the island town of 
Lameque. off the coast of New Brunswick. It is no mystery that he chose a MARS classification. seeing 
that he is but the latest in a long line of saltwater fishermen . With his background. he should feel right at 
home on the bridge of a future command. " flshin " for the wily sub. 

Daniel has been very active in a Wide variety of spans. His role as one of the soccer team 's stars 
was curtailed by a bad knee. however this enabled him to spend more time perfecting his tennis form 
and (,f force 4 or better) his sailing skill 

Starting out this year as CWPMC. Daniel decided he preferred the company of the college rag to 
the company of the Commandant and came back in honour slate as a colour ensign. One of Daniel's 
most noteable traits. is hiS constant good humor and his ability to get along well with everyone. This is 
most strikingly shown on his apparent immunity to a hangover. when all those around him are not fit to 
look at To a steady friend when in need and to one of the truly fine figures of the term. Daniel. we all 
wish you fair winds. a following sea and God Bless. 



11857. Atwood. J .L 
Victoria . 8 C. 

PILOT 
P&PO 

Following the same path as his father. James entered Royal Roads in 1974. After some time as a 
shad. he decided he would feel more secure In the air and entered the pilot classification (a fact that can 
be noticed In Fraser Flight halls) . Even if he is now a pilot. James still feels attracted by the mysteries of 
the sea. 8elng the skipper of many whaler cruises in local waters. he managed to bring his crew back 
safely every time With alot of good memories. 

James' personality is probably his greatest attribute. His dignity with his polite manners gained him 
the respect of many people. 

When he sets his mind to do something. James is a hard worker and never leaves a task half done. 
He will always step out of his way to help somebody in need. 

DUring the second semester. James assumed the position of Squadron Leader. His sense of duty 
and his leading by example brought him a lot of followers. As president of the sailing club. he organized 
the Royal Roads Invitational Regatta with great success. 

Accused untruly many times of doodling in class. James is our favorite cartoonist. His main sub
jects. planes and ships. made him famous as every piece of blackboard at Royal Roads was hit by his 
Itchy hand. 

The love of James' life. dressed in red. is the envy of hiS friends. Yes. he is very proud of his Austin 
Sprite 59 which he drives with phlegm. even on slippery mountain cuves . 

Jacques Aubois. we wish you good luck In your future career. and don't forget that everything that 
goes up must come down. 

11664. Hamel. JA L.M .A. 
Danville . Que. 

80NNIE CHANCE 

PILOT 
P&PO 

Andre. a true French Canadian from " La 8elle Province". came to Royal Roads after three years at 
College Militalre Royale of St-Jean. HIS outgoing personality needed a change of scenery. and there was 
no way he 'd go to RMC. 

After demonstrating hiS leadership ability as Cadet Squadron Training Officer in his Third year. he 
was made senior cadet for his entire Fourth year. so he concentrated his energies elsewhere. He took up 
the job of Chairman of the Messing committee. participated actively on the sailing team. and brought 
forward a lot of ideas In an attempt to Improve hiS situation at RRMC. He was very active on the sports 
field where hiS strong sense of competition was an inspiration for his teammates. He learned to play 
soccer and rugby. played water-polo. but missed the calibre of hockey of eastern Canada. 

Andre's Interests were more In girls. dances. friendships. guitar playing. skiing . fishing . keeping his 
old car serviceable . and getting In and out of trouble . 

In class. hiS inSistence for rigorous proofs and demonstrations was sometimes annoying to some 
teachers. but It was also benefiCial to the class. and certainly to himself. judging by his academic stand
Ing which moved from average of third In his class. He believes in minimal work and maximal efficiency. 
Nothing can Interfere With hiS SOCial life. hiS motto being " Work has never killed anyone I . Why risk 
setting a precedent and be the first one???111 

After five years of military college life Andre moves on to Flight school (finally) as a young aspiring 
pilot 80NNIE CHANCE. ANDRE. ET 80NNIE ROUTEIII 

11916. Marshall . M . K. 
Rimbey. Alta 

AIR NAV. 
P&PO 

In 1974. Martin (you'd better be a close friend before you call him " Marty" ) left the qUiet security 
of Small Town Alberta and came to the hallowed grounds of RRMC. With him he brought nothing but 
hiS native Intelligence and good sense of humour which have both been an asset to him In the last four 
years. As a member of Lasalle flight for the last two years. Martin has made a constant nUisance of 
himself by initiating many good times at the local watering hole. After phase three. Martin 's possessions 
had Increased from next to nothing to Include a squash racquet. a set of left-handed golf clubs. a stereo. 
a cute little Celica . and something even cuter that he got at about the same time he bought the car. If 
you were ever looking for Martin In Fourth year. try the Colwood. or the golf course. If he 's not there. try 
a certain house out on Cralgmillar or 8eacon HIli Park where he sometimes goes with someone who lives 
on Cralgmillar If he still can't be found . try the library. He goes there to hide whenever the D.O.S. figures 
Irs time for another "chat". 

On the military side of things. Martin often speaks of becoming boss of a man who has been very 
special to him for the last two years. Martin 's career as an ANAV is still up in the air. But whether he flies 
Orions. Sea-Kings. or Hercs we know he'lI do well. Best of luck in the future Marty and remember the old 
saying about the four screws. 



11918, Maxwell , M J 
Regina , Sask 

CELE 
P&PO 

Max's final year at Roads was Indeed one to remember As so often happens the b~d times are 
forgotten and only the good remembered , so now we can look back to when the transmission fell out of 
his car or when he was appointed to the esteemed position of CWPMC two weeks before the Christmas 
exams, and laugh like hell. 

Ah , but fortunate for this big Regina lad birthdays only come once a year, as his cute " wlfe -to-be" 
Will confess Yes folks, that 's right , Max met hiS match - a cute blonde nurse who taught him how to 
curl 

Monday mornings would have never been the same if It wasn 't for Max's black eyes and brUises 
from the weekend rugby games Then one fateful day while attempting to cripple some defenseless hip
pie In a scrum Max took the ear out of hiS mouth and asked himself If he had hiS homework done Well at 
least he got to play at USAFA before academics set In, 

It's not really true that Max's popcorn-maker IS the highlight of hiS personality but It did prevent 
more than one case of famine But then again It wasn't as educational as a can of slime or a jigsaw puz
zle 

W ith nothing but best regards, Max, we all wish success in your CELE career, and in keeping all 
four wheels attached to your car 

11919, McFadden, P,O, 
Vancouver, B C 

MARS 
P&PO 

Dean returned to Roads early in his final year to take the reins of 2 Squadron as CSL and to break 
In new SON COMD, Bars were nothing new to " Spud", having held such high and illustrious positions as 
CWA (I know I can pass Chemistry I). CSSO (What do I know about sports?). CSTO (On the left or right 
foot?). and CFL (What was your name again?) , Anyway, Dean went on to show us all how it is done, and 
Just managed to lose bars in time for Xmas exams, where he achieved second-class honours 

Returning to Roads this year was hard for Dean after his Phase 2 Mars course (Should have stayed 
MILE, Dean) , Sporting an extra 20 pounds and a new girlfriend, Dean had to give up Rep Soccer, respon
sibilities, and academics, but somehow, he made it anyway, (Priorities, you know,) 

Dean's constant good Irish humour and sound(?) judgement went a long way towards helping the 
Fourth Year Class make it through this difficult time, Whether in Prof, Chappell's Fluids course (Orville, 
you 'll never get that damn thing off the groundl). or in French (in '44, it was genocide : in '78, it's 
queblclde) , Dean could be relied upon for a quick joke and a ready smile, 

And so Dean, as you ride off into the sunset in your blue MG Midget. remember three things, port 
is left, only beat Andrea once every three weeks, and don 't put the top down in the rain, But don 't worry, 
sooner or later, you 'll grow up and come away from all of that. 

Best of luck in all things, Dean. 

11963, Smith , G.Y. 
Victoria , B.C. 

PILOT 
P&PO 

Grant alias " G.Y." a future pilot decided he enjoyed the west coast life so much he'd stay for 
another two years to further his education ". Well that he did and also completed a degree In PhysIcs and 
Physical Oceanography. We all know there was a little factor that swayed his mind to decide to stay. 
This was confirmed when the fourth years returned from summer training to find " T.T." wearing G.Y's 
new stereo on a particular finger on her left hand. Terry quickly confirmed it wasn't his body she was 
after. We're still trying to figure out what it was. Always G.Y. has made a good investment acquiring not 
only a cute blonde, but, also a taxi driver for his weekend escapades and someone to make sure his teeth 
don 't fallout 

Grant has done well dUring his last two years at Royal Roads receiving his crossed swords, crossed 
pistols , ship 's diving officer qualification, and much to our surprise crossed clubs. We're sure 2 squadron 
won 't forget the reign of G.Y as 2 CSL and his great contribution to dress regulations - the wearing of 
suspenders 

G.Y. is one of the few to know what the college safety boat is deSigned for. Some people say G.Y. 
has mellowed this year as we saw him switch from a triumph spitfire to a " family wagon", but I'm sure 
G.Y will remain the life of the party with his quick Wit and addiction to the brown bottle . As far as hiS 
future as fighter pilot, there 's no doubt he 'll fit the Image and do well. 

We Wish you all the be'st in your future endeavours G.Y .. whether it be punching holes in the clouds 
or flYing a mahogony desk, we 're sure you 'll do well. Good-luck. 



11965, Steele , J.A. 
Burnaby, B C. 

MARS 
P&PO 

John will be leaving the college this year to tackle the ups and downs of his career as a Naval Of
ficer. His four years at Royal Roads have prepared him and John wi ll do well as a sailor. 

John started out in second slate as CBM but was forced to retire due to a rugby injury. However 
this did not squelch his love for music, and rumour has it, if one listens carefully you can stili hear him 
plaYing his Tuba at 3 o'clock in the morning on the 3 SQN poop deck whenever the urge strikes him. 

John has been in the band for 4 years and has also participated on the college Rep. Fencing, 
Rugby, and Backgammon teams. It was amazing to see our normally quiet and humble John Steele turn 
Into a rugby animal whenever he got on the field . However an injury in December forced him to give up 
the game and he has been a pussycat ever since. 

John 's high standard of living In his cabin so Impressed the Castle that they personally Inspect the 
8th wonder of the world and then Instilled similar measures on the rest of the wing . 

One of John 's other talents beside the organized mayhem of rugby has been that of Sunday School 
teacher. John has taught Sunday School every Sunday here at Roads for 3 years, and also has been a 
member of the Military Christian fellowship and weekly Bible study. John has always been one of the 
best natured guys around. and his ready smile and sunny disposition have always been appreciated by 
hiS classmates. 

John. good luck in your naval career, keep your ideals high, accept no compromise and we know 
you Will do well. 

11976. Turnbull, W.N.O. 
Sherborne, Dorset, England 

MARE 
P&PO 

As a true-blue sailor and Englishman, all that Wayne wishes to be said on hiS behalf is . 
" Dear Reader, 

Read less and sail more. 
- Balzac 

11984. Williams, D.E. 
Puslinch, Ont. 

MARS 
P&PO 

DUring third year Dave expanded hiS social environment to encompass the majority of Victoria. By 
hiS fourth year he had found a couple of nice spots and settled Into them for his final year. After a narrow 
escape In exam routine at Christmas Dave took up an interest in playing Rugby. Dave had only one love 
thiS past year. She came In a shapely package, had a yellow tint, and usually had a white head. As the 
price of hiS love ascended during the year, Dave love was undaunted. 

Dave had a interest in sports, and in sleeping. During second slate he served as the wings crying 
towel. He was always willing to listen, even to the Queb. 

Dave wants to go to Halifax and continue hiS MARS training on the 280's . We all wish him luck 
and all the best in the future. And when Dave finds the right girl we know that she will have her hands 
full . 



SECOND YEARS 



12638, Anderson , R,A , 
Victoria , 8,C, 

INF, 
ARTS 

Ross has been a real asset to Cartier Fit, during the last two years, His participation in varied I.M , 
sports and his vigorous training for course this summer assisted him in capturing a place in the "400" 
club . Among his many accomplishments he navigated his team to 1 st place in the annual "car pub rally" 
and anchors the 2nd year boat racing team, Never a braggart, he claims that his success is the work of 
Spirits , namely the intoxicating spirits he had before the race, Ross is a hard worker and earned 2nd 
class honours at Christmas and 3rd slate CSA while working in as many administration periods as possi
ble . Roscoe is perhaps best known for his amazingly quick and sharp wit , When one enters an argue
ment with this man, he is usually seen retreating, tail between legs, shortly afterward, 

Originally enrolled in sea ops " Ross soon saw the light and changed to infantry, He will spend this 
summer patrolling the depths of Gagetown, N,B, where he will take phase 2 , Next year he will be 
heading to RMC to obtain a degree in Honours Military History, Good luck, 

12639, Armstrong , M .B 
Castlegar, O,C. 

ARTY 
ENG , 

Morley Armstrong is Castlega,s contribution to Cartier Flight, Better known as Mort, he is a 
former Air Cadet turned pongo, He is still an avid private pilot and enjoys demonstrating his acrobatic 
ability , much to the terror of his passengers, He is a busy man, having worked in 2nd slate CSC amongst 
a heavy schedule of Chem , tutorials , boat races, and letter writing, A major portion of his time is devoted 
to the telling of stories, which , if ever finished , are occasionaly interesting, Actually, Mort is a man of 
many talents, being a member of the flying club and the choir as well as being a mainstay of the Cartier 
1M soccer and broomball teams, He is also often found running the cross-country, getting ready for 
summer training in Gagetown, N.B, Related activities include proclaiming the virtues of an artillery 
career to all listeners, especially the boys in Logistics and Infantry, In the fall Mort plans to go on to RMC 
where he will study civil engineering , Good luck Morley, 

12640, Armstrong , RC, 
Kingston , Ont. 

If you can keep your head when all about you 
Are losing theirs and blaming it on you , 

If you can trust yourself when all men doubt you , 
But make allowance for their doubting too : 

If you can wait and not be tired by waiting, 
Or being lied about, don 't deal in lies , 

Or being hated, don 't give way to hating, 
And yet don 't look too good, nor talk too wise : 

If you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue, 
Or walk with Kings - nor lose the common touch , 

If neither foes nor loving friends can hurt you , 
If all men count with you , but none too much: 

If you can fill the unforgiving minute 
With sixty seconds worth of distance run , 

Yours is the Earth and everything that's in it, 
And - which is more - you 'll be a Man, my sonl 

12041 , Backlin , SA 
N,E, Calgary, Alta , 

ARMD 
ARTS 

LORE 
HON , SCI. 

Sam is a very unique individual in the Second Year Term, not only because he's the youngest. but 
also because he 's the only person in Honors Science, He futher pushes the point by constantly achieving 
first class honors . 

" Goldseal " is also well established on the sports field , having played on the rep, rugby team for the 
past two years, I.M , games rarely evade Sam as he always plays his hardest. 

Having gone through Second Slate as a CSC it was deCided that Sam did such a good job that he 
was brought back as an Honor Slate CSC, Sam 's presence around the wing has elsa been noticed 
because of his writing ability, not necessarily the writing in his mess minutes (Sam is the mess 
secretary) 

Since Sam is a person who is always doctoring new ideas we expect that he shall do very well in 
the future. It is also expected that wherever Sam ends up they shall often hear " Keep the noise down in 
these halls," resounding off all walls, 



12642. Berkley. J .M 
Ottawa. Ontario 

MARE 
P&PO 

MIchael J Berkley. oftentImes known as " MIke". IS a member of the minority In the wing that 
wears the sliver maple leaf. Although hIS name IS far from being French. he comes from Canada 's capital 
cIty and hIs abilIty In the second language IS remarkable 

A dedIcated member of the "Under 400" club. Mike has been one of the stronger members of the 
CartIer flight waterpolo team. as well as member of the rep. soccer team. He is a bandsman of the first 
degree who was appointed second slate DCBM for hIs contlnOus efforts over the past two years. 

Hopefully MIke will continue to be a devoted member of the RRMC band for the next couple of 
years as he plans to get a degree In P&PO 

We can only believe that MIke has grown fond of the sea. so much so. that he aspires to become a 
MARE officer. We wish him well In all hIs endeavours. 

12643. BlaIS. P.F. 
Weiland. Ont. 

PILOT 
P&PO 

CartIer flight has flnalily become bilingual in the form of " Blazer." PIerre spent first slate teaching 
rooks that hIs name was "Bleh". and not "Blaze" as CSC. That wasn't enough so he got another bar and 
spent second slate as OCWA. Third slate welcomed Pete into the woodwork. but honour slate found him 
as CSA. 

Being a member of Cartier Keen Machine. Blazer naturally received his crossed swords with crown 
and as well Pierre won his clubs and a silver maple leaf. 

JUnior Cadet Blais also won frog of the year and bush award in his first year. How can the rest of us 
win anythlhg at all Pete's got it already II 

Of course Roads is happy to keep such a keener in P&PO. It's too bad that all that talent has to be 
wasted on a pilot . 

Well. we wish Pierre success in all his future endeavours . 

12260. Bly. C.J. 
Lethbridge. Alta . 

BON CHANCE. MON VIEUXII 

CELE 
ENG. 

ClIff decided he liked Royal Roads. so he chose to give it one more year. by coming back as 
honorary C.W .S.S.Y. (Cadet Wing Super Second Year) . Acing off the first semester. Cliff got his 
academIC star. and now holds his own tutorials quite regularly. He could always be seen walking down 
the hall practicing the art of yoyoing. watching TV. in the computer room. or running the Spit. He was a 
very active member of the REP Pistol and Rifle Teams. and active in I.M . sports. Cliff is well liked by 
everyone. but most of this popularity stems from his briefcase " pictures" . He plans to move on to RMC 
and Electrical Engineering. next year. Good luck. Cliff 

12645. Boulet. R.J. 
Grand Centre. Alta . 

LOG 
ARTS 

Robert Boulet. tenderly referred to as "The Spiker" throughout the wing. is indeed a unique 
member of Cartier Fit. He had great influence upon his peers in First Year. with some cadets believing 
that the whole flight started to sound like him. However these beliefs were as inconsistent as Rob's own 
belief that he would stay with "The System". Second Year brought great changes. Spike reversed hIS at
titude towards academics and soon had all believing that he was here "for an education". This he 
proved. for despite his Sunday afternoon snoozes. by Christmas he was firmly set at the top of the Arts 
Class (a colossal task). a rank he has visions of holding throughout his CMC career. His contributIons to 
the rep. tennis team. and the Cartier 1M machine. earned him the prestigious position of Third Slate 
(G.S) One Squadron CSSO. Rob will be winging his way to Borden thIS summer to enjoy the 
shuffleboard lessons on the LogiStiCS course . He will then be proceeding to RMC where an eventual 
granting of an honours degree in International Studies will be within his grasp. We recognize you Spike. 



12646, Brown , D.W 
Burnaby, B C 

MARS 
P&PIO 

Douglas W Brown, the fastest dog paddler this side of the Rockies, comes from the great 
metropolis of Burnaby B,C. " Browner" as we all know him, has great aspirations of becoming a sub
mariner type officer ; with all of his diving gear, he will greatly increase Canada 's maritime defence inven
tory, Doug IS an active member of the scuba club, to which he was recently nominated president, and 
when he's out of his ocean environment, he has to be one of the slipperiest wrestlers on the college 
team 

Over the past two years, Doug has been very active on the sports field, always trying to 
revolulionize the CMC P.E. strip (toques, scarves, exotic socks, etc.). His athletic abilities were put to 
good use dUring second slate when he was appointed CSSO for One Squadron. 

Next year Doug will be unique to the third year class at Roads, being a non rugby player without a 
girlfriend Get a grip Doug III 

12647, Bryan, S,M. 
Calgary, Alta , 

INF. 
ARTS 

S,M . Bryan, The name, voice and face are known to many, including P.T. instructors, food staff and 
unfortunate rugby officials. However, those who know the man behind the face are few and far between. 
Those who understand him are fewer yet. 

Steve acquired a fine palate on the rugby pitch. Legend has that thiS is where he was born and sub
sequently raised on a diet of human limbs, obtained during his favorite form of rest, relaxation and 
organized mayhem, 

Known for his oratory skills, Steve won the Golden Gavel Competition , put on by the Victoria 
Toastmasters Club, an accomplishment almost as illustrious as his joint effort, THE TRICORN. 

Originally hoping to be a Pilot resting on a Chem, Eng, degree, Steve will be going to RMC looking 
for a berth In Honours History, after spending 11 weeks at Canada 's Grunt Spa. Soon RMC will be hear
Ing all sorts of 'N- IIIII-C-E' things. 

We need not wish you luck, you'll get where you 're going on skill alone. 

12648, Burke, M U 
Sarnla , Onto 

MARS 
ARTS 

Mike came to Roads Via the RIo Grande from the petrochemical capital of Canada, Sarma, Ont, 
Upon his arrival he was Immediately tagged with the mckname " Toque" by an obliging drunken bud who 
thought It rhymed with Burke 

Toque IS noted for his drinking capacity and never misses an opportunity to prove himself as a 
man 's man In thiS area, and IS quite successful until he reaches stage #33 in " Chimp Routine ", Besides 
drinking, though , Mike has demonstrated some of his other talents, First semester, he achieved First 
Class Honours, and In the final PT test of the year, earned himself a spot in the prestigious 450 Club. 
These feats are qUite remarkable, keeping In mind his vast consumption of cigarettes and the love of TV 
dUring study hours 

Militarily, Toque was on the ball and captured 3rd slate CSC instilling terror into every rook's 
heart . ThiS summer Mike Will be taking MARS 2 training which we' re sure he 'll ace off, being a former 
mate on the renowned whaler, " The Mighty Mossy" 

Next year Mike will be off to RMC to expand hiS knowledge of the Gaelic tongue while pursuing a 
degree In Honours English. Good luck Toque and " Carp diem". 

12649, Burtenshaw, S.E. 
MediCine Hat. Alta 

PILOT 
CHEM , ENG , 

It will be a long time before Royal Roads manages to erase from its memory Shawn Burtenshaw. 
" Louft", as he is known to all , did not, as IS generally believed, work as an auto mechanic before his 
arrival on the West Coast from MediCine Hat. As a very fine first slate CSC, he will be remembered for 
hiS drill classes In the hall and that well-used (over-used?) phrase " Mr. Burtenshaw, call the time 
pleasel " A prominent member of the wrestling club for most of the year, he also became addicted to 
sports parachuting Hopefully he will not be forced to utilize this airborne skill dUring his summer pilot 
training ThiS pilot training should pose little problem to Shawn, who is an experienced flyer. Next year 
will see Shawn still burning the midnight oil in an attempt to complete overdue labs to maintain his stan
ding In Chem Eng at RMC. 



12650. Chafe . K.B 
Vancouver. B C 

CELE 
ENG 

Kevin IS known and loved by all here at Roads. with his connections at both nursing homes and 
UVIC It IS said he arrived In a daze from all the military. and now looking at him. It IS safe to 
say he stili IS 

He IS a very active person with a lot of his time spent in the band. scuba club and recovering from 
parachuting In the skydiving club " Chafey-poo" spends what time he has left over living up to his 
nicknames. " Pit Wrinkle". and " DIsco" Although ever since his light orgran blew three fuses In his room
mates stereo. the " DIsco" side has been suffering. 

We all wish Kev luck at Kingston where he Will be taking the CELE course this summer obtaining 
an Electrical Engineering Degree later at RMC 

12651. Clifford . T. K 
Calgary. Alta . 

MILE 
ENG. 

One of the Calgary XVIII . Tully IS a man of distinction at Roads. from the space between his front 
teeth land his remarkable ability to propel water through It I to the number of months he spent on " spaz". 
T.K. made It through first year by virtue of his ability to put a smile on anyone's face. Though he 
threatened to VW If he went a week without getting any mail . " gems from Julie" and the faithful bank 
statement always seemed to pull through for him. 

Blessed with "Wrigley'''' knees. Tully's all expense paid trip to Borden last summer was post
poned. as the doctors decided to revamp his body. If turned out to Roads' benefit. as Tully returned to 
the sports program With renewed vigor. becoming the backbone of Cartier's 1M teams and the tailbone 
of the rep volleyball team. Tully is also a rep team debator. making trips as far away as Edmonton. only 
to find the debate cancelled . He used his skills so effectively as CSC during 3rd slate. quelling juniors 
With his renowned rebuttals. that he was given the position for honor slate as well. 

Tully is hoping to pursue a career in ciVil engineering With his shining outlook he is bound to find 
success and happiness in the future. 

12653. DavIs. R.G. 
Yarmouth. Nova Scotia 

ARTY 
ENG. 

Graham arrived at Roads as a keen air cadet. and promptly set out to prove it. by burning more 
fingers than anyone else while pressing dUring rook term. First year saw him bagging the academics 
more than anyone else. thus his nickname. "Bagdrive" . By Christmas of second year. he was even taking 
Friday nights off to visit a certain young lady. An active member of the Flying Club. he managed to deek 
two days classes while on the San Francisco trip. this however was followed by three weeks of recluse 
routine to remedy the situation. He is also a prominent feature of Cartier's 1M teams. When not driving 
hiS body on the sports field. he is often seen running the cross country course in full combats. Practicing 
for Gagetown. he tells us. Best of luck. 

12655. Dixon. A.J . 
Brandon. Man. 

MARS 
SCI. 

"Dix" entered Roads at the age of t 6. In his "younger" days he was a "sea puppy" and now plans 
to continue hiS career at sea as a MARS officer. 

D,x spends most of his weekends recruting for the Victoria General Hospital under the auspices of 
Rep Rugby. He lays claim to the fact that he is Cartier Flight's only hooker. For 2 years he played rugby 
which helped to fulfill his motto. " ear today. gone tomor~ow . " 

Maintaining a bright outlook and an easy gOing manner D,x is also active on a number of 1M teams 
and in the Scuba club. One of the more symbollic achievements was joining the band where he was a 
smashing success! 

D,x IS gOing on to RMC next year and With him he takes our memOirs and best Wishes. Good Luck 
Dix . 



UTPM . Dean. J .C. 
Shawville . P.O. 

AERE 
ENG. 

John " that was easy" Dean first saw the light in 1947 in Shawville. P.O. and joined the Royal 
Canadian Air Force in November. 1965. Basic training at St. Jean. P.O. was followed by Trades training 
at the Navigations Aids School in Clinton. Ontario. His first real posting saw him back in his home 
province as a Nav Aids tech at St. Hubert ·s. where he spent four years learning how to remove a Radar 
set. and put in a new one. In 1970 John was posted to Portage la Prairie. where he campaigned 
successfully for an overseas posting. Not content with a posting to Baden. John made the big step. 
joined the UTPM program and arrived at RRMC in 1976. His consistent high performance won him first 
class honours for his first year and the coveted position of CSTO for the first slate of the 77 -7B academic 
year. John goes to RMC next year for Honours Physics & Math and we wish John and his charming wife 
Freda all the best 

12659. Ehrenfellner. K.P. 
Surrey. B C. 

PILOT 
ENG. 

" Erf". as Klaus is known to everyone. is one of those guys who likes to stay out of the limelight . He 
managed to evade bar positions all year. 

Erf is well liked by his fellow cadets and by his lady friends. The latter. he impresses with his new 
VW which he brought back to Roads with him in August. 

Being a resident of Surrey. Klaus could always be found at the ferry on away weekends. heading 
for home 

Klaus Intends to go east next year to RMC where he will complete his degree In Mechanical 
Engineering (just to keep his car running) . He aspires to be a fighter pilot and we all wish him the best of 
luck In the years ahead. 

UTPM . Fanning. F.P. 
Drumhead. Nova Scotia 

LOG 
ARTS 

Frank was born in Drumhead. Nova Scotia In 1945. He joined the Royal Canadian Air Force in 
1965 and completed basIc training at RCAF Station St. Jean. He spent the first eleven years of his 
career as a machinist. reaching the rank of Sergeant. HIs previous postlngs included Borden. Kingston . 
and Ottawa He joined the UTPM ranks at Royal Roads in 1976. coming here from one of the Service's 
most famous summer vacation spots. CFB Borden. where he was an Instructor at CFSAOE. 

Last September. Frank entered second year as the UTPM Squadron 's " token Artsman" . The 
responsibilities of this position weighed heavily on his shoulders and was further compounded by his be
Ing selected as First Slate CSSO. However the load was lightened by the fact that he became the first 
CSSO to spend his entire tour on " spaz". 

Frank's main Interests beSides studYing are his lovely wife Jean and his two children Terry. five . 
and Tammy. three 

Next year. Frank and his family are off to RMC where he hopes to enter the Commerce General 
Program We wish them all the best at Kingston . 

12660. Ferguson. J S. 
Moose Jaw. Sask 

AERE 
CHEM . ENG. 

Scott. otherwise known as " Ferg". came to Roads With great prospects for the future . but rook 
term qUickly put an end to that. As a second year. Ferg soon adapted to the rigors of acquiring a Chem. 
Eng degree. and when not watching T V he IS often seen wandering the halls with his pipe in one hand 
a Sports Illustrated mag In the other. All joking aside. Scott is a hard worker both academically and 
physically He IS on many I M . teams and is a member of the Rep soccer team. as well ~s being an active 
member of the pistol club 

Scott aspires to become an AERE officer. and plans to attend RMC next year. 
We Wish him all the best of luck In all his future endeavours. 



12661 . Fleet. P E 
Toronto. Ont 

MILE 
ENG. 

After two years at Roads. Paul managed to weather through the tempest and survive unscathed 
For his outstanding performance In first year. Paul was given his cross-swords. and 1 st Slate CSC of 
Fraser Flight this year To recognize a Job well done In first slate and to finish off his Job with the rooks. 
Paul was given Honor Slate CSC 

Between the reporting et al . Pau l managed to find the time to study and obtained first class honors 
in academics 

An active member of Fraser Flight. Paul was always on hand when there was a ruckus about ; 
though he was always careful not to be implicated. 

Oecldlng he came here for an education. Paul chose to complete his training and studies In RMC. 
Being a true eastener at heart. Paul will be looking forward to returning east at the end of the year Best 
of luck in the next two years Paul. 

12662. Foster. P.A. 
Cranbrook. B.C. 

CELE 
ENG. 

The " Foss" rose out of the wilds of B.C. and took Roads by storm with his easy going outlook and 
unique "dialect". After surviving through a traumatic first year. with CFL's continually breathing down 
his neck. Fossie went on to ace off BOTC in his usual happy go lucky fashion . With an almost genius 
level in Physics . Paul never the less had a mixed academic record. This is probably due to his constant 
attentions toward the gentler sex. Foss brought the art of " dee king" to new heights and forever had Mr. 
Byrtus scanning the audiences of briefings and church parades for his presence. Always in search of the 
good life . Paul has decided to go to RMC and study Electrical Engineering. After having contemplated 
Combat Arms. Foss regained his senses and chose CELE as his classification . Paul is now hoping that his 
course will have a generous number of female cadets. We wish Paul good luck and good hunting in all 
hiS future endeavours . 

12663. Franko. David 
Moose Jaw. Sask. 

CELE 
ENG. 

Even though David 's classification is CELE. he 's trying to be a MILE officer. and his efforts to make 
Army Night a success show that he wishes to be a true grunt in the forces. At the college Dave has been 
fairly busy in a variety of activities. He was president of the photography club. manager and goalie of the 
rep soccer team. and a member of the flying club. His greatest achievement was in joining the over 400 
club after doing the last P.T. test. David will do well at RMC next year. and will undoubtedly have a 
successful career in the forces. 

12664. Fredin . D.w. 
C.F.S. Dana. Sask. 

CELE 

Wayne arrived at the college from the rolling prairies and proceeded to ace off first year. He did so 
well that he returned in second year as First Slate CSC. He quickly whipped the Fraser Flight Rooks into 
shape. who were impressed with his awesome size. which has earned him the nickname " Strapper". 
Wayne. a B.S.L.O.T.H.P" is also a member of the 400 Club. He was a valuable member of the Fraser 
Flight I.M . powerhouse and captain of the Rep Basketball Team . Wayne is so Basketball-crazy that he is 
never seen in the hallways without a basketball. His goal in life is to someday be able to dunk a basket
ball. Wayne is the proud owner of a 1972 Capri . He can be seen most weekends washing it or trying to 
get the engine to purrrrr. Wayne has decided to stay at Roads and become a member of the notorious 
P&PO Club. Good luck Wayne in all your future endeavours . 



12713. Frog. Kermit D 
Montreal . P.Q 

MARS 
ARTS 

Hailing from " Ia belle province". Kerm is one of the few billigual cadets in the college. A staunch 
supporter of 3 Sqn sports . he found himself in Hudson Flight only because he was too cold blooded for 
the LaSalle Animals . He so enjoyed being a junior the first time that our friend talked the academic and 
military staff Into letting him do it again. and he has held a solid 55~ average ever since. which would no 
doubt Improve if he would stop jumping from 3 Sqn windows. 

Kerm's ambitions of being a pilot were dashed last summer during ANAV selection at Portage. so 
he had to opt for his second love and went MARS. explaining that he hopes to get on a course at Fleet 
DIving Unit and become a frogman . Kermit is off to CMR next year where he say's he'lI feel more at 
home. Best of luck 

12665. Gallant . M .J 
Ottawa , Ont. 

CELE 
ENG , 

M.J . IS one of the founding members of the " Kermit the Frog" club. and many IS the lime he has 
returned to his cabin to find Kermit rapelling down the mirror. 

Frequently. Mike IS seen dashing across the circle between the two blocks . for a quick but impor
tant Kye break. or dashing down to gym (squash racque In hand). so that he can vent some of his 
frustrations out on the courts . 

Mike struck fear Into the hearts of the rooks during 3rd slate . as Fraser Flights CSC. by using his 
policy of reporting under the " first degree." 

Being a studious type M .J . should have no problem on course this summer at the School of 
Signals. or next year In the Electrical Engineering faculty at RMC. Good luck to you in the future Mike. 

12666. Harris. R.R 
CFS Gypsumville . Man. 

LOG 
ARTS 

Rich Harris. alias " the Boo-Boo Man". IS one of the original thirteen elillst artsmen The recrutlng 
center signed him up to serve the Queen. however. One squadron loyalists inSiSt that he IS just " doing it 
for Jake". 

Rick has achieved second class honours status On the sports field. he IS a valuable member of 
both the rep soccer and rep. tennis clubs. Rick did a commendable Job as second slate CSA. H,s 
" wlngers" say he has occlfer kinetic 

Harry IS an active participant In alpha-leader rap sessions. He IS an executive of the alpha-one club 
(devoted to rehabilitating pseudos) . On Friday nights Harry dominates the football machine in the college 
games room 

Rick will graduate In 19BO With a degree In commerce and go on to serve as a logistics officer 
Good luck R,ckl 

1266B. Hayter. J S W 
London. Ont 

INF 
ARTS 

Scott Hayter IS a really good guy (Just ask him and he' II tell you) Actually. all of us illiterate and 
pseudo-intellectual engineers of Champ owe Scott an apology for conllnually harassing him about his 
only military fault . . the RCR . and. his feeble attempt at educating himself In his only academic fault 

Arts 
Scott "made out " very well In second year (ever-hear of Beacon Hill Park?! In facl. one could say It 

was extremely sexcessful He is well known for his " Intimate" moonlight walks through the gardens dur
Ing dances at Roads (Come on Scott. tell us once more about the horizontal recline option In Killers car 

) Scott. along With 5 or 6 guys from Champ (Keep TrYing BIIII) discovered a cute little nurse at Royal 
Jubilee (Rumour has it he IS continuing his study of physical Anatomy next year along with Zack and 
Lee Bill will be majoring In gOing blind . get It BIII77) Remember Scott. there 's more to key than meets 
the eye 

Scott IS heading off to RMC to study some Incomprehensible courses in Arts and pursue his career 
(??) as a GRUNT In the RCR. All of us Wish him the best of luck In the future , 



12669. Heath. J T 
Inuvlc. N WT 

MARS 
ARTS 

J T " Boom Boom". " Eskimo Joe". Heath descended on Royal Roads last year as our resident 
Eskimo; reining from Inuvlk. N W T Jim has a high capacity for alcohol Intake and always managed to 
show off this trait at #1 Sqn. gravelplt parties and Friday night T.G.I.F.'s HIs baby face and carefree at
titude only help to exaggerate his sometimes inebriated conditon . Nonetheless. J,m's performance In his 
first year earned him the right to become first slate CSA. a position to which . as an artsman. he could 
easily relate. He also received Honour Slate CSSO bars for hiS hard work on the sports field as a member 
of many of Fraser Flight's 1M teams. and as a member of the Rep. Cross Country Team. With two years 
behind him. Jim heads for RMC to complete hiS degree In Honours Economics and Commerce Good 
Luck In the future. Jim I 

12670. Higgins. C. 
Burlington. Ont. 

INF. 
CHEM ENG. 

" Hig" is one of the college 's elite five of Chemical Engineers. but just barely. After some academic 
difficulties around Christmas he managed to pull up his socks and is still with us. If he can make it past 
this year he plans to finish his degree at RMC. He was an active member of the rep. T.V. and pool teams. 
and With the addition of cable to the common rooms he took an even more enthusiastic interest in the 
team . 

One of hiS other chief interests was the college shooting team. and Chris won his crossed-rifles and 
crown. He was also an active participant in the I.M . program and hiS presence was a great asset to all of 
the teams that he played on . 

The rooks learned early after rook term not to steady-up for Chris or they would fall prey to the pit
. destroyer. Despite much ribbing Hlg still proudly announces his intentions to "pound the ground" as an 

Infanteer. Well we can 't hold everything against him. We'd like to wish you the best of luck at RMC Chris 
and. " Wanna buy a duck?" 

12671 . Hills. S.G. 
OakVille . Onto 

INF. 
ARTS 

When he Isn 't "baggin ' the books" Simon is either screaming down the slopes of Whistler Moun
tain . smashing balls around the tennis court. sailing in the Lagoon or burning around the cross country 
course . Above all. though. Simon is a true infantryman and he looks forward to his training in Gagetown. 
N.B. this summer. Throughout his two years at Royal Roads. he has done well and earned the position of 
second slate CSC. With that kind of success Simon should have no trouble with Economics and 
Commerce at RMC. 

12297. Houston. J .R.M .G. 
St. Sauveur des Monts. P.O. 

PILOT 
ARTS 

Known affectionately as Housse de Mouse to artsman and engineers alike. GLENN has been 
wandering aimlessly about Lasalle Flight for quite some time. Needless to say. he has picked up some of 
the Lasalle Animals' more infamous traits . His athletic prowess is exceeded only by his desire to return 
to his Native Ouebec and his continual desire to utter french obscenities whilst surrounded by 
Englishmen. He wreaked havoc among the first years during his first term as first slate CSSO. subjecting 
them to rigors only a froggy-dog could endure. Having aced off Portage. Houssie is itching to return to 
the " stick" and try his luck in Moose Jaw. Glenn will continue at CM R as a Business Admin . major. 

Socially. Sammy's life has been quite secret except for an encounter of the very close variety with a 
certain " employee of the College." It was rumoured that the skills he acquired on Rep. cross-country 
team. tremendous endurance. and occasional forays onto the rugby pitch . hard -hitting has be~n put to 
use more than once. However. after all this he still managed to retain some self-respect and he has 
returned to the familiar ski slopes of Whistler Mountain. From all your many and close friends . good luck 
In all your adventures. Bon chance . Housse. 



12674. Jegard. P.R. 
Redwater. Alta . 

AERE 
ENG . 

In escaping from the virtual isolation of Redwater to take up residence in the sprawling metropolis 
of Royal Roads. it seems Paul hes yet to overcome the effects of this drastic change . An avid member of 
" Mack Pack". Paul's entire life IS one of constant contradiction . Although he is a very talented athlete he 
endlessly claims to be " grossly" out of shape : despite the fact his father is a French teacher. he spent the 
whole year in the " Sweathog" French class. and as Honour Slate CSA of 2 Sqn .. he managed to par
ticipate in his favorite hobby - wasting his own time. 

Actually Paul IS looking forward to improving his so called golf game this summer while taking 
Phase II AERE in Borden. from where he will proceed to RMC to complete a degree in Electrical 
Engineering. 

It would be redundant to wish . Paul the best of luck at RMC and in place of this we would rather 
pass along a warning to the young ladies of Queen·s. 

12675. Jones. R.G. PILOT 
Bracebridge. Onto ENG . 

Upon arriving in the exalted halls of Mackenzie flight. Rob Jones immediately set out to make a 
name for himself. 

He soon grew accustomed to all the " short" jokes and earned himself the respected position of 
Honour's slate CSC. A member of the " 400 club". Jonesey is active in I.M . sports and in one legendary 
game. he earned the title " Basketball Jones". He was also the winner of the Bert Mozley award for the 
most Improved soccer player. 

Through hard work. Rob has kept his marks at a respectable level and when not bagging the books 
Rob can usually be found at the Red lion trying to swing another Mack flight party. Aside from that. he 
IS often writing letters to a certain girl back in Ontario. 

Needless to say. Rob is headed back to Ontario in pursuit of an Engineering degree at RMC. (or so 
he tells us. we all know his real reason) . 

Whatever the case. we are sure he will do well and we wish him the best of luck. 

12676. Kandal . M A. 
Abbotsford . B.C. 

PILOT 
P&PO 

Well heck. Mark's enrolling to Roads was a mistake. He was lured by the spectacular scenery. the 
beaut iful cl imate and the exciting night life of Roads which is seldom found in the fog-bound city of Ab
botsford . where most of your time IS spent trying to find your way around. After the initial shock and ad 
justment to sunlight and rook term. Mark had a successful year. If his character is lacking is any way. it 
certainly is not amiability. Mark increased the number of friends he has in his second year. from cadet he 
met dUring BOTC at Borden to some of the regulars he frequently meets at Colwood Inn. He held the 
position of third slate CSC and did an excellent job. It also gave him a chance to get away from the Band 
and hiS Trumpet. Marcus IS an agile athlete. proving himself by Winning the Director of Studies' Cup. 
plaYing for the Rep Soccer team for a year and a half. playing for the Rep Basketball team In second 
year. and by never putting his jock on backwards. 

As for future plans. Mark has decided to carry on at Roads and become a member of the 
P&PO club. then move on to become a pilot . HIS greatest dream IS. one day. being called to the Flight
line by his Squadron Commander. being tasked with a mission that he might not return from. then breve
Iy dash out to his Twin Otter and take-off. Best of luck to ya fella I 

12679. Kle in. A .B. 
Regina . Sask. 

PILOT 
ARTS 

Andy hails from Regina . a big hlcktown on the prairies known for its cultural astuteness. 
sophistication. and soaring skyline. " Kleiner" IS pretty easy going guy who spends his time telling 
engineers they are Illiterate barbarians. If you are ever looking for Andy on a weekend. he is probably not 
in his room but out being culturally acclimatized by doing the town with his fellow eloquent artsmen 
buddies. 

In his two years at Roads. Andy was the " speedster" of the rep soccer team and was also a second 
slate CSC this past year. Being Sidelined from soccer for much of this season due to fat ankles. Andy 
found time to become the sometimes editor of the famous " Mack Flighter. " 

This summer. Andy will be In Portage showing everybody how it's done. Next fall " Kleiner" will go 
to RMC and major in Economics. With any luck at all " Finnegan." you will probably end up flying F- 15·s. 
not Piper Cubs. 



12680, Knapp, Nlel , D 
Wetask,wln 

CELE 
ENG 

" Knapper" arrived at RRMC Summer Reson at a disadvantage being from 'tar-farmer country'. 
After the shock of rook term he remembered his Identity and fired In a memorandum asking for extended 
leave It was refused much to his dismay and he was unable to enjoy his Ukrainian Christmas at home. 
Nice try Nlel. This year In revenge he destroyed most of the hall Christmas decoration with the flight nurf 
ball 

Niel 's accomplishments Include co-ordinatlng the flight 2nd yr. T.v. room and the Mack 
photography display. He got hiS chance to terrorize the rooks in second semester as CSC. Knapper will 
spend hiS summers in Kingston as CELE type and IS to attend RMC in persUit of a Elect. Eng. degree. 

12684, Lagrandeur, R. 
Leduc, Alta . 

AERE 
ENG. 

Ross IS a proud Albenain, whose only trouble assimilating into Roads was getting over "the girl on 
the other side of the Mountains" After getting over this, Ross proved to be a stalwan of "Mack Pack". 

Little did RRMC know what kind of a talent it was getting. Ross is a banjo picker extraordlnaire . 
Many hours have been spent entenaining the College down at Decks, much to Ross's delight. with this 
immense talent . 

His many abilities earned him the position of CSA 2nd slate and a free trip to the Anic, amid all the 
comments "I didn't know you spoke French?" All we really want to know Ross is, did you ever find all 
your underwear? 

Ross's talents will take him through his many future ambitions. These include obtaining a degree in 
Mechanical Engineering and "fixing planes" as an AERE officer. Roads will miss you, Good Luck Ross. 

12686, Liscio, R. 
Toronto, Onto 

MILE 
ENG. 

O/Cdt. Liscio has had two very successful years at the college . He ventured out to Roads from that 
big bad city called Toronto and was one of the few cadets who seemed to enjoy first year. Rocco always 
seems to be in a good mood, even when he is called one of his many nicknames like: Rock-On Rocco or 
Italian Stallionl Rocco is looking forward to his Phase Two Engineer Training at Chilliwack this summer 
and then will be closer to home at RMC Kingston to finish his studies in Civil Engineering. I know that 
Roads will miss that keen, tall, dark ?, Italian. Let's just hope that RMC will be able to. handle it. 

12690, Madley, W .B.A. 
Calgary, Alta . 

AERE 
ENG. 

Bill came to Royal Roads two years ago as a civilian, things haven't changed much since then. 
A civilian at hean he can often be found with the Thursday night Col wood Club, being a full time 

member, or frequenting the Senior Change Room after a Friday or Saturday night's outing in Victoria's 
discos. 

Bill has been a full time member of the volleyball team and recently of the basketball team. Being a 
'jock' of the flight he finally attained his crossed clubs, only to lose them for failing his mile-and-a-half 
run , a first. He finally achieved them in the last test of the year. 

Appointed as a CSC in First Slate, he managed to survive Recruit Term, only to come back to be an 
Honour Slate CSC of Champlain Flight. (he sure dislikes those dutiesl). well done Bill. 

Bill. known to most of uS as 'Beau', is off to RMC next year for Mechanical Engineering and 
volleyball or basketball. We wish him success in his ventures there and in the future. Good Luck, Beau. 



12693, Marak, E.J. 
London, Ont. 

CELE 
ENG. 

'Fast' Eddy showed courage this past year as he returned to Roads in August in that Incredible 
collection of nuts and bolts, the ' Fastmobile', complete with after-burners. All of the second years were 
simply amazed when they saw that piece of finely tuned junk roll to a halt in front of Nixon Block and die. 
In his spare time Ed has kept busy with the volleyball team and the band : the distinct sound of Ed's 
French horn added to the already magnificent sound of our fine band. Ed started off his engineering 
career on a good note by winning the engineering prize in first year, and he plans to continue on with 
engineering at Kingston where he hopes to take mechanical engineering. As far as the military goes, Ed 
Isn 't known for his fine drill , but we all know that he 'll make a fine CELE officer. Cheer up, Ed - we hear 
that Alert IS really beautiful in the spring I 

UTPM. Martin, M 
Banckcroft , Ont 

AERE 
ENG. 

Mike Martin joined the service in March 1974 and was admitted to RRMC by June 1976. During 
this time he was posted to CFB Greenwood and employed as an Air Frame Tech. Here Mike 
demonstrated a superior ability as In two short years of service life he enrolled in the UTPM program. 

O/ Cdt Martin culminated his first years at Roads by demonstrating to The Rt. Hon. Barney Danson, 
Minister of National Defence, the new CAF passing out drill. The demonstration went off so well that he 
repeated the performance at CFOCS, Borden. 

Ouring his second year, however, Mike distinguished himself in a more sober fashion by becoming 
the VPMC of the Cadet Mess In the spring semester. 

Mike, his Wife Brenda and two children , Erika and lan, have enjoyed their stay at RRMC and look 
forward to their next two years In Kingston , where Mike will pursue a Mechanical Engineering degree. 

Every success to you Mike. 

12694, May, N R 
Maple Ridge , B C 

PLT 
ARTS 

Nelson made the big jump at the beginning of the second year from Engineering into Arts after 
struggling through two supps, although staYing awake dUring the exams would have made passing a bit 
easier. Since that time he has Increased hiS Artsman vocabulary considerably. as often as not through 
osmosis while racked out In class, but he can hardly be blamed for being so exhausted with only eigh
teen spares Nevertheless, despite his sleeping habits Nelson has found some time for academics and 
pulled off Second Class Honours at Christmas 

Around the college Nelson has taken out hiS anxieties trying to start that infamous Pinto, plaYing 
for the rep rugby team (which oddly enough lost every game but one that he played In). and on the 
Juniors as second slate CSC, when he was particularly effective as witnessed by the voluntary 
Withdrawal of three Champ Flight rooks. HIS great ambition IS to stay on at Roads as a Rook Term CFL 
and thus carryon with hiS sadistic tendencies. but his Arts course ensures his departure for RMC. 
Whatever the case. we Wish him the best of luck In the future 

12696, Miller, G.A 
Saskatoon, Sask 

PILOT 
ARTS 

Gary, better known In Champ flight as " Killer", IS the only Roadent who can honestly ask, " What's 
It like to be a rook?" Early In the first year, a soccer Injury sent him to the hospital until late In the Christ
mas exam routine , haVing missed most of the joys of being a rook . He has since experienced the real life 
at Roads, when he was transformed from a slack 2nd year to the 3rd slate CSA, knee-deep in 
paperwork 

Originally a first year engineer, he ascended thiS year to Applied SCience and IS planning to reach 
hiS zenith next year in Honours History at RMC. 

Gary has also come a long ways In sports , being " spaz" for most of his first year, he has worked 
himself up to the '400 Club', and team captain of Champ's 1M soccer team. However, hiS real Interests 
lie In the " wild blue yonder". Frequently proving hiS knack for flYing , even Without an airplane. by Win
ning 4th place In parachuting competitions. But when he is not " taking the jump", he can be found 
sedately listening to music or plaYing the p,ano. All considered, " Killer" has been a unique contributor to 
Champ flight and we Wish him success at RMC and as a pilot 



12697. Monk. E.F 
Calgary. Alta 

CELE 
ENG 

Ted (BF.) Monk halls from Calgary He arrived at Roads In first year with his patent " Ted Monk 
Smile" In second year. he came back with something more practica l. when he brought his car ThiS 
enabled young Ted to make many a midnight triP to " Ronnie'" A rugby animal at hean. he aided Lasalle 
to many victOries . mainly through the terror tactics he employed aga inst the opposition uSing his teeth . 
fists and cleats Ted is just as active in his academiCS. and he shows his enthUSiasm by resting his head 
on a desk and snoring . when not reading. " LOUIS L·amou' ·. to expand the mind. ThiS same driving SPIrit 
encouraged him to )Oln the band. when he was given the chOice of drum sticks or a rifle. H,s flight SPIrit 
earned him third slate bars as Section Commander of Twelve section . much to the horror and dismay of 
the jUnior animals ThiS upcoming summer Ted IS taking the CELE course In Kingston. He will be con
tinuing his college education at RMC and knowing Ted Monk. we know he Will be successful funherlng 
his career. 

UTPM . Moore. 0 
Yorkton . Sask 

AERE 
ENG . 

Dana joined the Air Element In Apr. 1973. and came to Royal Roads from CFB Chatam. where he 
had been employed as a Radar Systems Tech . on the CF101 Voodoo . The change of cl imate here in 
VictOria obviously confounded him. as he IS always asking about one's feet and ears. an allusion to his 
childhood winters in Saskatchewan. and the constant threat of frostbite during winter there I guess. 

While attending school full -time . Dana. as our single (sman?) member. carried the additional 
responsibility of maintaining his position as honourary barman in several prominant local establishments 
(Tiffany's. The Old Forge. Colwood. etc.). 

His interests include skiing. swimming. squash. where he wields a mean racquet. and extensive 
reading . HIs plans are to study Electrical Engineering at RMC. so that he 'lI know WAn is wrong With the 
aircraft under his care as an AERE officer. We all wish him much success in his future studies at RMC. 
and hope to see that cockeyed grim for many years to come. 

12698. Myshkevich. Z.D. 
Toronto. Ont. 

AERE 
ENG . 

Zenon. otherwise known as Zack. is off to RMC. No longer will this avid Presley fan from the 
Ukraine entenaln his fellow Champlainers with his raunchy singing . THANK GODIII 

Zack arrived at Roads with the aim of becoming a pilot. However when he discovered that the 
AERE school was only sixty miles from hometown Toronto. he quickly converted over. 

ThiS year. it seems that if Zack wasn't speaking Ukrainian with Professor Sman or could not be 
found anywhere else on the college grounds. he could assuredly be seen esconing a student nurse from 
Royal Jubilee Hospital around the night life of downtown Victoria . The magnetic force of RJH and the 
beautiful Victoria weather almost made Zack a P&PO candidate . Zack. however. is willing to endure the 
cold harsh winters of RMC to attain his degree in Mechanical Engineering. Don't worry Zack. We hear 
the nurses from Queen 's can keep you pretty warm . 

12700. Obst. J .C.L. 
Prince George. B.C. 

PILOT 
ENG. 

Lee arrived at Roads protected from the outside world and now after two years we 're trying to 
protect the outside world from Lee. 

He began this year as first slate CSC. Champlain flight. and quickly earned a reputation for not be
Ing able to hold a straight face when dealing with Rooks. He carried his good humour with him onto the 
sports field making a valuable contribution to Rep Rugby. 

Lee has held first class honours dUring his years at Roads and insplte of claims to the contrary he 
has been seen studying . when not visiting Pat or partiCipating in the Col wood Club. 

All In all second year has been a good year for Lee. We can say this even though Royal Jubilee has 
seen more of him than Roads Even so. Lee has managed to keep himself company at R.J .H. by 
playing matchmaker. Right Scott . Jim. Zack. Bill .7 

ThiS summer Lee will be the only lobster ever to fly a Musketeer. Good luck at RMC and In your 
career as a pilot . Lee We know you 'lI do well. 



12702. Paget. S B. 
Victoria . B.C. 

MARS 
P&PO 

For Steve. coming to Roads was only a short trip from Vancouver. Steve arrived at the college fresh 
out of the Naval Reserve and was spared the misery of having his gorgeous locks maliciously trimmed. 
After recovering from the initial shock of recruit term. Steve became heavily involved in the band and 
became one of the exalted deke bandsmen. In fact. Steve was so good at being a bandsmen that he 
returned thiS year as the first slate DCBM ; a job that he continued his tradition of hard work on. Even 
when Steve IS not with the band. he continues to work on his musical talent in his room. There are many 
evenings when Steve can be heard strumming on his guitar to the chagrin/pleasure of the rest of the 
members of Hudson Flight. Putting music aside. Steve suffered through his first year as an engineer and 
it was half way through his second year that he saw the light. Steve. in keeping with his family's navy 
tradition . is a keen MARS type and he transferred to APPLE SIGH with the intent of pursuing a degree In 
Physics and Physical Oceanography at Roads. In any event. Steve is a hard worker and is bound to 
become a good officer in the Canadian Navy. Best of luck in your future escapades. sailor! 

12707. Pan. K.S 
Calgary. Alta . 

LORE 
ENG. 

Ken came to us from the other side of the mountains in 76 and soon established himself at Roads. 
His skills and abilities justifiably earned his a set of CSC bars in 1 st slate. which he took advantage of by 
whipping his rooks into shape. and at the same time Introduced them to some of the finer delicacies of 
Chinese CUISine. A ground pounder by nature. his interests include rifle shooting. pistol shooting. and 
parachuting. The proud owner of a car and television. he was never at a loss for relaxation of company 
when he wasn't bagging the studies or the sports. Ken IS taking his possessions and leaving for 
Kingston. where we Wish him the best of luck with Elec. Eng. and LORE. 

1270B. Poulter. I.C. 
Ottawa. Onto 

LORE 
ENG . 

" WORM ". one of the strangest creatures ever to grace Hudson flight halls. a service brat whose 
MARS ideals were beached in favour of the rumbling machines of LORE. He alone is responsible for pull
Ing Hudson Flight 76-77 jUniors through first year all at the expense of first class honours. "WORMS'S" 
great attention to detail and love of paperwork netted him 2nd and Honour slate CSA. When not being 
pestered by the " wormess" or hiS fellow cadets. the " WORM" can be found in the CSA's cabin doing 
strange things to " Kermit " the frog . Ian is here for a good time not a hard time. and IS hustling. high 
spIrited member of Hudson flight. He plans to major in Mec Eng at RMC and if his actions at RRMC are 
any indication. RMC look outlill 

12710. Reid. D 
Nlpawln. Sask. 

PILOT 
ENG. 

Duncan " VOODOO" Reid was the youngest member of Hudson Flight in his first year. and also in 
his second year With one exception. Duncan Wishes to become a jet pilot. Duncan could always be found 
doing one of three things ; studying into the early hours of the morning for an exam the next day. playing 
his harmOnica. or working on his freedom machine. After an exciting summer in Nipawin. Duncan 
retured In August to begin extra -curricular mystery math studies. He is going to A.M .C. for a degree in 
civil engineering We all wish you the best of luck in R.M .C. Dunc. 



12711 , Reid , J M 
Hamilton, Ont 

PILOT 
P&PO 

In August 1976 with his hardhat In one hand and his lunchbucket In the other, Jim came to Roads 
from Hamilton leaving behind the world of long hair, goodtlmes, and LOri , I guess Royal Roads sUited 
him well because he's staYing for two more years Jim returned thiS year finding himself in the exalted 
position of head paperpusher (DCWA), but we all know how much he loved It because he got it again In 

Honour Slate , Second year was a good year for Jim as In second semester he became a premier member 
of the Thursday night Colwood Club (WhiCh, by the way Jim, has extended a special two-year 
membership to you) At the same time Jim also discovered Royal Jubilee ; or should we say Royal 
Jubilee nurses discovered Jim? (Isn 't that right Paulette, Dorthy, Sue, Eileen, Jo-Anne , .). When Jim 
rea ched 20 thiS year he adopted his open door policy of Banker, legal aid, and Marriage Counsellor 
(Right Lee?) We all Wish Jim good luck In hiS pilot career. The only thing we can 't figure out Jim IS how 
you are going to reach the pedals. 

12712, Roach, R.A. 
Craig more, N S. 

ARMD 
ARTS 

Ronnie " the Rat", as he is affectionately known, hails from Cape Breton. He came to the college 
because he figured it was the next best thing to going on welfare. He started out in Engineering in first 
year but graduated to Arts at Christmas. Since then his academics have been doing just fine . His second 
year started With him being a first slate , poop deck second year, but someone had it in for him and he 
became a CSC in third slate . He was a member of the debating club and an avid " tanker". His extensive 
training has included a stint at CFOCS Borden Detachment as a member of Gosse's Guerrillas and this 
summer he will be close to his stomping grounds in Gage " Nam". After this fit of madness he Will be 

. pursuing an Honours English degree at RMC. He shouldn 't have any problems there but here's the best 
of luck and tapadh leat. 

UTPM , Russell , H.H. 
Princton, Nfld. 

AERE 
ENG. 

Harvey was born , bred and raised a Newfoundlander. Early in his life he saw the 'error of his ways. 
Eager to see the world and tempted by the Fame and Fortune promised by the armed forces he joined 
the Navy at the esteemed age of seventeen. So far Harvey's claim to fame is that he is the only Newfie 
attending RRMC. Hopefully his fortune will arrive on the next ship. 

During his illustrious Naval career as an Air Bosun, Harvey has spent six weeks on a ship, the 
Provider. The remaining nine years were parcelled out with a stint at CFB Comox and another at CFBE 
Baden, Baden. Enlightened by the years served in an Air Force Environment, Harvey has had the wisdom 
of continuing in that branch after his college days are over. 

While at Comox Harv fell in love and Carol became his wife . Presently they are living in a mobile 
home In Shawnigan Lake and have two lovely children. 

Harvey an avid runner, is still a member of the C.A.F. Physical Fitness Award Club, even though he 
has had little time to pursue this hobby while in College. Among his other contributions as a member of 
four squadron he also did justice to the posit ion of Honour slate Sports Officer. 

12714, Savage, C.R. 
Winnipeg. Man. 

MARS 
P&PO 

Clayton " Doc" Savage happily arrived at Royal Roads after spending the summer in far away Win
nipeg. HIS feats at Roads include being appointed Log Editor for four consecutive slates. 

Doc's interests include, to the dismay of some of his friends, playing the clarinet. This talent led 
Clayton to becoming a member of the band. He was a member of the Sea Cadets, and he now Wishes to 
become a part of the Navy. Doc will long be remembered for his graphics project. which was the design 
of a new destroyer for the Navy. 

Doc was a hard worker all year long, both academically and on the sports field. Doc did much to 
foster SPirit In Hudson flight and he Will be kindly remembered by those in his term who are ,going to 
RMC. Best of luck in the future , Docl 



I 
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12715. Scott . D K. 
Calgary. Alta . 

PILOT 
ENG . 

ScoWe came to " Air Canada U." complete with flight schedules. maps of the sky and the desire to 
engineer his way into piloting aircraft. The "Deker" faded into 2nd year oblivion in first slate. but was un
covered for second slate CSC duties. He fit so well behind the yellow door. he wore two bars for honour 
slate as CSC 

Doug's ability to handle himself on ice was appreciated by the flight hockey and broom ball teams. 
His skills on the soccer pitch were exploited by the rep team. 

If undYing Interest and as many photos as he can find by voom -vooms helps. he' II be on top of the 
course at Portage. where academics and television mix as well as they do at RRMC. 

Best of luck back east at RMC with Civil Engineering. 

1721 B. Simard. D.C. 
Mlssissauga. Onto 

MARE 
ENG . 

Dano. the " Whiz-Kid". has been a very instrumental part of Fraser Flight for the past two years. 
Dan has been very active with both the marching band and the stage band at Royal Roads . He has 
proved to be very adept at plaYing the Saxaphone both on and off stage. " Disco-Dan". as he is better 
known in music circles. could always be found at the local cabaret engrossed in jazz music when not 
studYing. diving for bUrIed treasure. or trying to beat hiS closest "val at tennis. 

Dan earned the position as third slate D.C B.M . and also found himself as Honour Slate C.S.C. for 
Fraser flight. Dan has always topped the flight in academics and professes to major in Electrical 
Englnee"ng at R.M .C. Good luck Dan in your future endeavours as a M .A.R .E. officer. 

12720. Steenken. C.M. 
North Vancouver. B.C 

PILOT 
ARTS 

HaVing spent the summer prior to coming to Roads as a military driver at the Montreal Olympics. 
" Corny" had no problem adjusting to the short hair and boot polishing he encountered at Roads. He ad
justed so well he got third slate CSSO In hiS second year. Affectionately known by the Soccer Team as 
" the whale ". Corney's main tactic on the field is to kick the bladder out of the ball. As a fullback he has 
an incredible knack for re-Iocating play to the opponents end any time the ball happens his way. He pur
sued hiS Interest In skIIng by voluntee"ng himself as president of the R.R.M.C. SkIIng Club. and if you 
look up sometime you may see thiS two hundred pounder dangling under a parachute. Off to R.M .C. at 
the end of thiS year. Corney IS another " Artsy' ·. and has the ambition of one day becoming a pilot. Good 
luck Corny. maybe the Forces will be bUYing some jets that fit youl 

12722. Stinson. T B. 
Calgary Alta 

INF 
ARTS 

Tom came to Hudson Flight not with long. flowing locks of hair as you may expect from a new 
recrUit but with short. close-cropped red hair and the weathered countenance of a true Grunt. Tom had 
trouble In his first year academics and this year became one of the college elite. a 3rd Yr. Artsman. When 
not digging a fox-hole In the back forty. you can find Tom kicking a soccer ball for the college Rep Team. 
Intent on becoming a good Infantry officer. Tom took a shot at leading rooks as a 1 st slate CSC and be
Ing so good at It. became honour slate CSC. too. Big Red is heading off for RMC next year where we are 
sure he 'lI dazzle everybody As for the Infantry. well . If Tom IS in there watching for napalm. there might 
be some hope for them yet Good luck. Tom. 



12723, Stogran, P,B 
Richmond, B C 

INF, 
ENG 

Pat ' Karate Extremus' Stog ' arrived at RR .M.C, direct from the fun and frolic of CIVVY street and 
quickly established himself as the Hud ' flight Graunch King No longer would there be peace in the valley 
as Pat, a holder of a Brown-belt In Karate , founded the R,R.M .C. Karate Club (better known as the KIII 
em -I f-you -can Club) Intent on pUnishing his body, Pat will be found this summer pounding the turf in 
C.FB Gage-Nam With his unquenchable desire to succeed at whatever he tries Pat should do well as 
an Engineer at R.M C (with a little help from the Voodoo Ried Freedom-Machine) . 

12724, Stott , N.K. 
Vancouver, B.C. 

CELE 
ENG. 

Kim had only a short hop across the straits to come to RRMC. Being from Vancouver, he was rarely 
seen around the college on away weekends. Perhaps he has something tucked away back home that the 
rest of us don 't know about. Locked away in his room studying or visiting the Chinese confectionary was 
where Kim could usually be found during the first semester. But third slate found Kim with CSC bars, 
and soon the " Terror of Hudson Flight " could be found stalking the halls. 

Kim has an avid interest in electronics and can be found tinkering with his stereo or other elec
tronic gadgetry regularly. A career in Electrical Engineering and the CELE classification should be right 

. down his alley. Best of luck at RMC. 

12725. Stranks, R. 
Grand Center. Alta . 

LOGISTICS 
ARTS 

Rob Stranks, affectionately known as " Starky" , hails from Grand Center, Alberta . With no real 
military background Starky was off to a slow start back in rook term. However. once he learnt the in
tricate art of shaving everything was fine . 

Rob will be studying toward an Honours History degree at RMC and is certainly looking forward to 
the change. having already read and corrected all the books in our library. 

" Starky" amuses himself by playing Badminton. Squash. working out on weights and, believe it or 
not. going to " plays" in Victoria . The years he has spent studying Eastern Philosophies have helped him 
in his conquest of Roads. Rob is in the Logistics classification and with his experience as newspaper 
editor he should have no problems in reaching the top. 

Rob really proved his worth this year by single handidly forming the ALPHA-1-CLUB. The club has 
helped many forlorned cadets back into society and given them, once again, a purpose in life. 

Royal Roads will certainly miss such an innovator and " academic ". 

12726, Symonds, K.D. 
Tsawwassen. B.C. 

PILOT 
P&PO 

During his first year at Roads Ken 's music got him into considerable trouble. Being "duty bugler" 
had him wearing white on several occasions . That didn 't stop in 2nd year. but it 's a habit he'll have to 
break before going on to R.M .C. to continue his engineering studies. Ken is continually harassing the 
flight by coming into someone's room, playing some kind of instrument. and then asking for another 
beerl Ken 's home in Tsawwassen has been a refuge for destitute LaSalle Animals needing relaxation 
and he 's always bringing the Tsawwassen girls over for a good time on the Island. Aside from his music 
ability, Ken participated on the rep tennis and volleyball teams. Ken is an aspiring pilot (you can tell by 
his long halrl) who will be going to Portage this summer. But seriously Elton (is that Simmonds or 
Symonds?!). we all wish you the best of luck in the future and continued academic success(?) . 



12729. Tepylo. M .G. 
Thorold . Onto 

CELE 
CHEM . ENG . 

Michael Tepylo came to RRMC in the summer of '76. from the metropolis of Thorold. Onto He 
started out as a well mannered. conservative cadet. until he was inflicted by a well known Lasalle Flight 
disease. ·animalism·. Mike's business sense did not faulter at Roads. so he became the flight's personal 
treasurer and was able to financially aid his fellow cadets through their many endeavours. In class. "Tep" 
was one of the few cadets who could stay awake and still seem interested in the subject. and thus. was 
able to obtain second class honours. He received his bars in third slate. when he became section com 
mander of 11 Section. Though Tep was secretly engaged early in second year. Iwhich was made public 
by Beeno's 'slip of the tongue' in the mess). he is leaving us very much single and is pursuing a career in 
Chem Eng. We all wish Mike the best. as he continues his studies at RMC. and we know he will do well 
as a CELE officer 

12730. Terhart. BA 
Estevan. Sask 

LORE 
P&PO 

Beno. the white superman. as he is known to his friends. his distinguished himself particularly on 
the rugby field and in carrying on the great animal traditions. Bert has always been part of the more 
colourful Lasalle skits and in his first year was awarded the honour roll ; an experience which he or 
anyone else associated will never forget. Many a forlorn cadet has been cheered up by a quick Estevan 
or Susan joke or a bit of Saskatchewan trivia that was certain to make anyone laugh. After running on 
the rep cross-country team during part of his first year. Bert decided to give rugby a try and since that 
day has never looked back. On the academic scene. the Big B has always done quite well . maintaining a 
second class honours standing in Engineering. For the summer. Bert has decided to pursue a career in 
LORE and return once again to his beloved sand in Borden. Bertie really gets off on wearing sixes and 
marching everywhere and has decided to return to Roads in his third year for P&PO. 

OUring his second year. Bert was not often seen around the w ings as it was always a quick pickup 
at Royal Jubilee and then on to Mt Tolmle to study the heavenly bodies? 

The best of luck In all of your future undertakings. you great steaming 

UTPM. Vandale . A R. 
Weyburn . Sask. 

AERE 
ENG. 

Art. a prairie boy. 10lned the forces In 1970 and had planned on becoming a full fledged Radar 
Tech . but that was short lived as he was chosen for the UTPM program. He IS an aVid golfer and beer 
drinker of which the latter he IS best at He has obtained first class honours throughout his two years 
stay here and was first slate CFL. 

However. With all hiS studying. golf and beer drinking. Art stili has t ime for his family life . Lynn. his 
lovely w ife will attest to thiS as they have a beautiful little girl and a new addition to the family IS ex
pected soon. 

Art IS moving on to RMC next year where he will be studying for a degree in electrical engineering 
and onto a career as an AERE Officer 

12731 . Wagner. R 
Batawa . Ont. 

CELE 
ENG . 

" WAG ". In hiS junior year qUickly established himself as " The Lasalle Animal ". The famous an
nouncement. hiS night wall climbing . and the endless torture which he inflicted upon hiS French Prof.. 
found the crowning touch of hiS achievements upon receipt of the " Golden Shower". In 2nd year 
" OIDGE" witnessed a period of great uncertainty. Originally CELE and an Engineer. Rich was by Sept. an 
Artsman. pushing for ANAV. as he turned In hiS rifle for a drum. However. NDHO felt this a little slack. 
and Within a month Rich was a CHEM ENG and contemplating to go MARS. INF. or anything else that 
appealed to him that week. In the new year Rich became Bar Officer and was also 1/3 SON CSA in third 
slate . finally deCiding upon ELEC ENG at RMC and CELE as a career ; we think? In sports he remained a 
member of the 400 Club throughout the year and played an essential role in Lasalle 's victories in Rugby 
and Waterpolo We would like to Wish Rich the best. for a successful future . 



'2732, Waite , J .R 
Richmond, B.C 

MILE 
ENG 

James survived the attempt to take his life In the first year, (through the old " pumpkln-ple-In-the
mali -trick) , to become 3 Squadron 's 2nd Slate Sports Officer James demonstrated hiS fine continental 
taste dUring the past two years by filling hiS weekends With the constant company of a certain Fraulein . 
Though James IS making a truly commendable effort to graduate as a Single MILE Officer With a degree 
In Civil Engineering, hiS will power IS weak and he IS very vulnerable to feminine influence. Besides, even 
the rlgours of waterpolo have done nothing to strengthen his weak knees I Fraulein will be continuing her 
attempt to " ring him" by moving to Kingston . James, you can kiss your high second class honours good
bye l Best of luck in the future James, but LaSalle Flight think " she 's got your name, she's got your 
number, she's got you by the 

'2733 , Walters, P J 
Toronto , Ont. 

MILE 
ENG. 

The late Great PJ Walters came to LaSalle Flight from the booming metropolis of Toronto. How a 
boy from the big city can continually loose himself In the castle at the start of every class remains one of 
the biggest mysteries of Royal Roads, Another plausible reason for Phil's tardiness could be attributed to 
the fact that he knows a certain nurse 's timetable better than his own. 

Speaking of his 'cherie', it must be recognized that Phil's weakness for the other sex has led to the 
establishment of a new college record for the most counts of being caught for PDA. Phil. in Kingston do 
remember to hit the lights firstl 

Phil's list of accomplishments is long. Besides being the Invincible man of LaSalle Flight. Phil was 
First Slate CSA, preSident of the Debating Club, business manager of the LOG, a late comer (sorry). to 
,the cross-country team, originator and publisher of the RRMC newspaper TRICORN, returning to the 
hallowed halls as Honour Slate CSSO after 3 months as 3rd Slate DCWA. An engineer by choice but an 
artsman at heart we wish Phil best of luck in MILE and " Eng, Moose". 

, 2734, Walters, R.G. 
VictOria , B C. 

AERE 
ENG . 

During his two-year sojourn at Roads, Rob held the prestigious(?) honour of falling asleep faster 
than any creature known to man. He was a source of constant amazement to the rest of the College as 
his ability to panic through his daily and nightly activities was unmatched. 

Undoubtedly the finest athlete in the college, he put his lightning speed to use on the rugby field , 
hockey arena, and the gymnasium where he constantly excelled , Holder of the Crippler Award, Rob 
added to his Impressive collection of awards, that of best athlete in second year. His talents also 
overflowed Into the classroom where he attained first class standings and remains as the most well
rested cadet on the campus. However, all this information must be regarded as heresay as Roads sees 
very little of Rob due to the proximity of his home, and other extra-curricular activities. 

He Intends to spend his summer driving across Canada, improving his erratic golf game, and 
solidifying hiS steady drinking habits - or perhaps just his liver - with the eventual goal being CFB 
Borden and the AERE course. We all wish Rob the best of luck next year as he pursues a degree in Elec
trical Engineering at RMC and we can only hope that he will be able to overcome the drastic shock of 
having to do his own laundry. 

'2735, Whlttall , GA. 
Ottawa , Ont 

PILOT 
ENG . 

Young Glen Wh,ttall is a cornerstone of the " Lasalle Flight Animal Squad". He aced off his first 
year and was rewarded With first and honour slate CSC, When he is not sitting in the dark on his little 
wooden chair In the corner, muttering to himself, " Vroom, vroom, I'm a pilot", young Glen can be seen 
out on the rugby pitch smashing bodies into piles of pulp. The only trouble with this is that one of those 
bodies happens to be his own, Whit will be assured of success if he pursues his degree in Engineering 
and Management at RMC in the same fashion he does that little white ball. We're sure he _will. 



12737, Wilson, DA 
Kelowna , B C 

ANAV 
P&PO 

Don Wilson , what can we say. Good looking, got what II takes, , not likely, Willy's ac-
complishments this year were numerous but largely confidential. However, one of Dan's larger more 
published achievements was his opening of W&W's BAR and GRI LL. This bar contributed greatly to the 
life In the barracks This year Don bought himself a little " scooter" (HONDA 4501, he says It'S really han
dy for running around during study hours. Don IS the mainstay of the Rep. Volleyball team and also en
joys Rugby, Hockey and Basketball. As 12 sections " first Slate" CSC Don used Gestapo techniques on 
the " Rooks" It worked well and " General " is pleased to see some of them up and about this spring, as 
he IS an Honour Slate CSC as well Don has decided to leave the CMC's after hiS second year and con
tinue hiS Military training by gOing OCTP We all wish him the best of luck in his future endeavors, 

1273B, Wilson , DAC. 
Toronto, Ont 

MARE 
ENG . 

D'arcy returned to T J 's In early August last summer With occasional visits to Royal Roads for his 
French training Second year was a good year for D'arcy as he picked up on several bargains this year, 
He became the sale owner of the Champlain Flight " kye machine" and promptly confiscated the wing 's 
supply of Instant hot chocolate miX, He is also the proud new owner of a certain Mazda BOB special : 
complete With the " Artsie reclining buckets" option. D'arcy shocked the wing with the news of his plans 
to go to Kingston next fall . ., especially when he said he was going to drive there . Perhaps he doesn't 
really want to get there : P&PO IS looking better all the time , right D'arcy? 

D'arcy really enjoyed his stay out here on the west coast. In fact so much so that he stayed out 
here last Christmas to play Santa Claus wlthl for T J D'arcy owes the love of his life to Rob Walters, and 
ever since that first Christmas Ball you can always find T J and D'arcy in some corner at college dances. 
(Really though , has anyone ever seen them danCing?) 

D'arcy's plans for the future are to go to RMC to get hiS degree In Mech Eng .. and spend hiS 
summers out on the boats learning to become a MARE officer He will be pleased to hear that In the new 
boat building programme they plan to Include SIX and half foot bulkheads Good-luck, D'arcy 



12739. Wright. J K 
Berwick. N S 

MARS 
ARTS 

Jeff was. In his first year. affectlonally called the 'Zlmbor of LaSalle Flight It was 'flexlble Jeffrey' 
who. as an Artsman by heart. left the proud ranks of the engineers after Christmas exams. for the exalted 
ranks of the Artsmen Second year saw Jeff working hard as Renovation Committee Chairman As a 
result he was In part responsible for many of the wonderful Improvements to the cadet mess He became 
an enthusiastic tenniS player as RRMC was Introduced to Rep Tennis Jeff was also responsible for get
ting the War Games Club started In his first year. The Debating Club was also an Interest of Jeff·s. and 
along with his T V they were making him a scholar But he did manage to buy himself 2N D class honors 
What else can be said? Jeff has come a long way. and we know with this hard worker we'lI see great 
success In his chosen career as a MARS officer. and In his field of military history at RMC 

12740. Zahonkachuk. D.J . 
Calgary. Alta 

PILOT 
ENG . 

After a somewhat less than illustrious first year. Zonked came back to his old flight to settle right 
down Into a room which was far from where CFL's wander and started doing as little as possible. With a 
car which could take the hills much better if there weren 't so many extra clothes in it. many were the 
nights that he slipped off for " A " draft or a visit with his lady friend . This blissful state was somewhat 
disturbed In 3rd slate when Zonked discovered that the two bars. that the Squad Boss were talking about 
were not the Colwood and the Six Mile House. As a CSC he complained that he couldn't talk to report
Ing rooks because his Wisdom teeth hurt. so one Friday afternoon the problems were removed . With a 
philosophy of " I drink therefore I am". and the Idea that Kiwi means some sort of animal. D.J. aspires to 
be a pilot. We hope he makes it . he has all of the natural attributes. 

12741 . Zohar. J.A.A.D.J . 
Azilda . Ontario 

ANAV 
ENG. 

At first it seemed that James came to Roads. from the barren wastelands of Sudbury. only to con 
found the barmen With his initials. He was a Lasalle Animal right to the bone. even the one that was in a 
cast during grad parade. As manager of the rep Rugby team. James constantly found himself siding with 
Steve trying to justify the actions of the team. As second round draft choice for #12 CSC. James had to 
take a short break from his 8 month career as a bandsman. Being frequently impressed with the view 
from Whistler Mt. he decided to change his classification to ANAV. from CELE. We all Wish James the 
best of luck next year at RMC in Eng. Moose and remember. pilots might fly the plane. but the nav tells 
him where to go 
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REP RUGBY 
1ST STRING 

Front: R. Dixon , D. Doyle. 

1st Row : J. Zohar, A. DeRosenroll , R. Dafoe, D.E. Williams, T. Bower, J.E.D. Byrtus. 

2nd Row: Dr. Stewart , D. Taylor , R.G. Walters , S. Bryan , S. Backlin , R. Gundling, M. 
Maxwell , L. Obst , B. Terhart , G. Whittall , Dr. Lancaster. 

The rugby team this season underwent what was essentially a rebuilding season as the team was 
decimated by the graduation of all but a handful of last year's team . Thus, in the early going, the team 
suffered from a near-fatal lack of experience and did not fare well in the 2nd division of the Vancouver 
Island Rugby Union . After Christmas, our calibre of play improved immensely and by the end of the 
year the team was a force to be reckoned with , as shown by our advancement in league standings. 

Dissappointingly, the team did not fare well against USAFA, losing 12 -3 and 16 -3 in our two en
counters . A good game against our annual hosts in California , St. Marys University resulted in a 29-19 
loss while Santa Clara University were forced to bow out to the Coach 's Selects 28 -4 . The last game of 
the season saw a 14 -10 victory over the Vancouver City Police in what was one of the most enjoyable 
games of the season . 

Bert Terhart was a standout all year long at fullback and proved to be the most useful of the backs. 
Whittal , Bower, Dafoe , Armstrong and Gundling all ran very hard in the centres while Rob Walters was 
particulary effective on the wing accounting for many of our tries . 

Doug Doyle playing at the base of the scrum had matured much from last year and played out
standing rugby . The front row of Williams and May at prop with Dixon at hooker, did a fine job, being 

Front 



Front: E.F. Monk, R. Wa lker . 

1st Row: J . Zohar , D. Mann , R. Dixon , D. Tomas, R. Dafoe, K. Desroches . 

2nd Row: Dr. Stewart , W.P. Grant, D. Taylor , D.E. Williams, A. DeRosenroll , D.A. Hams, 
R Kelly, F. Dennis , Dr. Lancaster. 

2ND STRING 

quite capable in both the set and the loose play. Bob Kelly , Ryan Jestin, Mike Maxwell and Sam Backlin 
were very useful in the second row and at eighth man while the break forwards , Byrtus, Obst and 
Monk, while occasionally suffering from a lack of experience in that crucial position , performed very 
well throughout the year. 

The second team began the year with even less experience than the firsts, although its progress was 
equally rapid , until the point where there was little to choose between first and second team in many 
positions. The serum, steadied by the experience and consistent play of Tony De Rosenroll at serum 
half was quite effective, with Jim Heath , a late comer to the team playing very usefully, especially in 
the loose. Dave Harris on the wing improved tremendously during the year and became a very 
valuable asset to the first team . 

Next year 's team looks quite strong as it does not have that crucial lack of experience which plagued 
this year 's side. With Mann , Walker, and Desroches providing a strong basis for a front row with Kelly 
Grant, and Jestin providing the push in the " engine room" of the serum, Byrtus, Taylor and Doyle 
providing the experience around the serum perimeter and Dafoe, Harris, DeRosenroll , Dennis and 
Terhart in the backs , the team should put forth a very strong entry into the second division next year. 



1st Row: D. Franko, B. Mordy, D. Poitras, D. Schumaker, R. Jones, R. Clements, 
A.J .M. Labrecque, U. Jil,ggi, S Hayter, D. Duguay, H. Niewiadomski. 

2nd Row: Capt Parker, H. Tarbet, M. Berkley, J.S. Ferguson, R. Liscio, M. Ross, T. 
Stinson, R. Harris, D. Anderson, C. Steenken, D. Bolton, J.A.L.M.A. Hamel, Capt. 
Barnes. 



The Rep Soccer Team did not fare as well this year as last. After a slow start in the 
first semester, playing the top teams in the league, they won their first game Just 
before Christmas. Finally getting their act together, the soccer team won rr.ost of its 
games during the second semester. 

The highlights of the year were the games against USAFA. When Roads visited 
USAFA, our hosts won 3-0, but when they came to Roads, we won 4-l. 

The team got lots of help from our coaches, Capt. Barnes, Capt. Clark, and Capt. 
Parker. Some of our special talent noted was Richie Clements on forward, With a first 
year, Paul 'Casual' Catsburg playing halfback, Doug Scott, winner of the Bert Mozley 
trophy, with Ulrich Jaggi on defense, and Mark 'The Wall' Labrecque in goal. 

Next year the soccer team hopes to get off with a better start and impressive finish, 
playing the world's most gentlemanly sport, Soccer I 



REP 
VOLLEYBALL .... ~~ 

The Volleyball team had a very interesting and quite successful season. They 
travelled extensively, playing at USAFA in Colorado and in Ontario at RMC. The team 
also made a few local visits to CFB Comox and CFB Esquimalt. Within their own 
league, The Victoria Men's Senior B, the RRMC Volleyball team placed fifth . This is an 
Improvement over last year and next year is looking even better. Although losing 
center hitters Bill Madley and Ken Symonds, the team retains captain AI Stephenson, 
hitters Bob MacPhail , Don Wilson and Frank Robillard . Continuing the job of setting is 
Jim Manton backed up by Randy Pilgrim . Barry Labrecque and Gary Macknight 
should prove to be valuable assets . 



1st Row: M. MacPhail , G. Seitz , R. Pilgrim , P. McAdam, F. Robillard , A. Stephenson , 
Capt. Miller . 

2nd Row: B. Labrecque, K. Symonds, W.B. Madley , D.A. Wilson , J. Manton , T . Clif 
ford . 



CROSS COUNTRY 

1st Row: H. Jarche, S. Wheller , D. Poucher, M. Makulowich , J.T. Heath. 

2nd Row: A Rueben, J. Huzzey, J . Tattersall , Dr. Smart , P.J. Walters , L. Clarkin. 

The Royal Roads cross-country team competed in many races this year , varying 
from the fifteen minute Paarlauf at Roads, to the thin cold air in Colorado, to the knee 
deep mud In Saanich to eight and one half miles of pavement in Vancouver . For the 
first time In many years Royal Roads was able to compete with our sister colleges and 
the cross country team brought back the silver medal from C.M.R . 

Coach Smart was busy again this year snapping off pictures , which noone has ever 
seen! His spirit has helped many of us , for without his friendly kidding (and nasty 
threats of talking to the D.O.S.) we would not have had such large showings at many of 
our races . On our longer runs the coach has many encouraging comments , given from 
behind the driver's wheel. Even with all his drawbacks, (and he has many) , Prof. 
Smart IS the best coach that the team could ever ask for. 

The year was very colourful. In C.M .R. we got into the college at 3 :00 A.M. and had 
to be up by 7 :00 A.M. for the pre-race briefing. The Basil Parker mud-bath left us all 
smelling like a farmyard whereas the W.R. Chandler road race had us breathing 
Vancouver 's beautiful smog. Hopefully we all learned something from our experiences 
and will benefit from the ours of practice , (still too few) . 
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SAILING 

c. Plows, M. Marshall , G. Fie ng, T. Bower, E. Joelson , J . Atwood , E.F. Monk , S. Hill, '"1:. 
N Greenwood, C. :,avage, Aueben , S. Wheller, R. Walker , D. Duguay, J . Lowe , B. 

Mordy, D. Last. The Sailing Club this year participated In three regattas. There we-
re three other regattas the b intended to go to , but because of bad weather or academic pressures a team could not 
be organized to participate . owever the club made a good showing in the University of Washington , and University 
of British Columbia Annual F atta , and our own home regatta . We even managed to win a trophy this year in the U. 
01 B.C. Annual Regatta c 'd the 'Broken Rudder Award ' for last place . Our home regatta at the college was a 
great success We have a re tation for our regattas , because of our hospitality, scenic grounds, and most of all our 
load There are some new p ntlal sailors in the first year who will hopefully make next year more successful. Ho-
pefully, a Rep. Sailing Tearr ay be organized to increase our ability in racing against the other competitive colleges . 



I 

I, 

TENNIS M. Sigson, M. Laplante , J. Henery. 2nd Row: R. Boulet, R. Harris, K. Symonds , J. Wright, R. Wagner. 

3rd Row: R. MacPhail , Capt. Folkman . 

The Royal Roads Tennis Club was formed in September and competed in the Men's B league in the Victoria area . The 
lack of experience of the players was noted in our first matches, but as the year progressed we won more and more 
games . Next year we should offer formidable competition in our league. 

BASKETBALL 
1st Row: J . Manton , R. Dafoe, F. Smith, M. Kandal , P.O. Stewart. 
2nd Row: R. MacPhail , W.B. Madley, M. Kasun, MCpl Bowie, M. Froh, OW. Fredin , D.A.C . Wilson. 

It 
onto 
RRW 
feet 



It seemed that this year, the biggest feat for the para club , was in getting off the ground , let alone falling back down 
onto it! Yet, with the help of the UBC Sky-divers and the eagerness (craziness?) of some twenty volunteer cadets , the 
RRMC Sport Parachute Club finally got a sound footing; now all we have to learn is how-after thundering in - to get the 
feet back out of the ground . 

Although there are a few minor administrative details to accomplish , like revitalizing our complete and ready storage of 
mothballed chutes , we should be in prime sky-plunging shape for next year knee-shaking, heart -stopping, ouchl .... roof 
crashing season! So until next year , Geronimooooooooo ... 

PARACHUTING 

FENCING 
J. Steele , N. Greenwood , J. Horel , K. Gladstone , Mr. Coss. 



CASI 
P. Hope, S. Ritchie , L. Martin , D. Daly, G. Miller, U. Jaggi , C. Melowsky, R. Gundllng, R. Oostlander. 

The Royal Roads Canadian Aeronautics and Space Institute Club at the College had an interesting year. The club 
consists of cadets of all years , mostly within the Air element functional grouping, although there are a few cadets of the 
other elements involved . This year the club sponsored several guest lecturers during the briefing periods, and also had a 
tour of aviation related facilities in the Vancouver area . 

One note-worthy event was Mr. James Burke's lecture on man -powered flight. Mr. Burke is an engineer at CalTec's Jet 
Propulsion Lab. He was a member of the recent Kramer Prize-winning "Gossamer Condor" team. His films and slides 
were enjoyed by the wing. The CASI National President, Ben Greenway , visited the College and gave a stimulating 
lecture on the last airship flight over the Arctic. He was a member of the expedition , and had a movie recording that 
historic event. 

During the second Stand Down , the club toured CP Air 's maintenance facilities , " flew" their Boeing 737 flight 
simulator , and visited the IFR room at Vancouver International Airport. The club also visited the Canadian Coast Guard 
Base, and had a flight in the Coast Guard British Hovercraft Corporation SR-N6 hovercraft . All the club members were 
greatly impressed with ths vehicle . 

The CASI club had a good year in 1977 -78 , and hopes for even a better year in 1978 -7 9. 

DEBATING 
S. Bryan , J. Wright , P.J. Walters , R. LaGrandeur, J . Lowe, D. Last , R. Roach , T. Clifford , H. Jarche, E. Marak , B. Mordy. 

"Are Military Academies Viable institutions? " In Colorado, against our superior cross-X team , USAFA couldn't convince 
the judges that they aren 't. 

The fall of '77 produced no competition In local debating Circles, so Royal Roads Instigated some. Our stubborn 3 man 
team attired in combats couldn 't be persuaded by Pearson 's FLH 's that " it is Sweet and Honourable to die for one's 
country." Then at U Vic we conciliated '/2 the rounds In an impromptu tournament. 

Having been slightly less than gloriously victorious, we deployed our valiant perserverance to the continent. First at 
UBC, scrapping with 7 BC teams that "the United Nations equip and maintain a standing army." Then at the English 
Speaking Cup resolved that " Prostitution be decriminalized" . 

Seeing the potential , Roads started the Western Canada Debating Association including universities as far apart as U 
Vic and U of Winnipeg. In March , the WCDA had Its first tournament at the half-way house, U of A, in Edmonton , but our 
budget limited us to sending only 2. 

After winning the Toastmaster Golden Gavel contest,we achieved our zenith finally becoming supreme victors at our 
home debate after exam routine , proving that " Heresy is the sole bitter remedy against the entropy of human thought." 
With the return of C.R. , prospects look even better for next year. 



The SKI CLUB was one of the more active clubs in the College this year due to increased 
response from the Cadets as well as the good skiing conditions at Whistler Mountain . The ski club 
organized 6 trips to Whistler this year as well as numerous other individual trips . The best attended 
tnp was the spring Stand-down trip in which a total of 50 cadets participated;. Lodgings were made 
available to us at the U BC and SFU ski lodges. 

CIVIE LEAVE 

SKIING 



WRESTLING 
This year's Rep Wrestling Club, though 

small , experienced a successful and eventful 
season . The year was opened with the Royal 
Roads Invitational Tournament , which saw 
over 100 wrestlers from the Victoria and 
Vancouver areas competing. Members of the 
wrestling club attended the B.C. Age Class 
Tournament and the B.C. Open in Vancouver 
and faired quite well. The Roads wrestlers 
were able to show their style in International 
competition as U.S.A.F.A. brought a team of 
wrestlers to challenge them . 

The rep team wrestlers all made it to the 
finals in the Wing Wrestle-Off, with a number 
of them taking first place in their weight 
classes. The wrestlers owe their success and 
thanks to their coach Mr. John Steurnol , who 
unfortunately will not be back next year. 

WATER POLO 
The College's Waterpolo Club had 

a successful year after getting off to a 
late start. The Club travelled to U Vic 
to play with their team and hosted 
the U Vic team to game here the 
weekend before USAFA. The Club 
lost to the USAFA I M champs by a 
large margin , but after playing them 
the club benefited from the ex
perience. 

Next year the club will hopefully be 
going to the B.C. Open cham
pionships in Vancouver. 

1st Row: WO Dunn , R. LaGrandeur, R. Wagner , M. Armstrong, R. Poul in, K. Ca mpbell , G. Kearney, F. Smith , S. Ritchie , 
R. Dixon , Capt. Ives , R. Armstrong. 
2nd Row: R.G. Davis , M. Benoit , C. Ribble , J . Lowe, R. Liscio, D. Franko, R. Kelly, W.P. Grant . 

3rd Row: B. Mordy, P.J. Walters , R. Anderson , D. Rector. M. Tepylo , R. Roach, J. Heath , M. Marshall , A. Stephenson . 



I J . Lowe, F. Wigmore , M. Overton, J. Wright , R. Stranks, B. Mordy. 

K. Campbell , R.S. Williams, D. Schumaker, D. Last, A. Kruger, A.C . Stewart , J. Lowe, M. Tepylo, J. 
Loenard, B. Mordy. 

THE ORIGINAL SIX: S. Bryan , 1st Editor-in-Chief ; N. May, (2nd Editor-in-Chief); P.J . Walters , 
(Publisher), H. Jarchie; D. Last , (3rd Editor-in -Ch ief) , B. Mordy. 

WAR GAMING 

CHESS 

TRICORN 



SHOOTING 
The shooting club got off to a 

very fast and successful start this 
year. The pistol club entered two 
teams in the SCRA shoot , held in 
Victoria , with one team winning 
the HARRY HOGSON trophy for 
9 mm team targets . Roads had won 
the trophy twice previously, in 
1968 and 1969 . 

The club has produced a few 
excellent marksmen this year . The 
teams' participation in the SCRA 
competition turned out many fine 
targets with Ocdt . Higgins placing 
11th in one rifle match, with 
Ocdt. 's Niewiadomski and Maly 
placing 11th and 12th in pistol 
matches. The competition called 
for all targets to be shot from .22 
cal. pistols and rifles . 

Several cadets received crossed 
pistols and crossed rifles this year , 
with four cadets receiving both. 
The crown for the top pistol shot 
was awarded to Ocdt. Maly and the 
crown for the top rifle shot went to 
Ocdt. Niewiadomski and Ocdt. 
Higgins. 

The shooting club had also shot 

9mm pistols and SMG's on the 
outdoor range as well as shotguns 
on the trap range. Facilities and 
equipment offered a lot in 
recreational shooting. Expansions 
are in progress to offer even more 
in the future . 

1st Row: H. Niewiadomski, D. Mann,WORei 
ben, C. Higgins, K. Pon . 
2nd Row: C. Sly, S. Ferguson, D. Poitras, 
D. Fawcett. 





Log Editor 
Business Manager 
Layout 

Advertising 

THE LOG STAFF 

C. Savage 
P.J . Walters 

G. Borden 
B. Labrecque 

A.G .Kerr 
D. Last 

M . Marshall 
B. Mordy 

C. Melowski 
D. Williams 

A.C. Stewart 
R.A. Roach 

D. 

This annual would not have been possible without the hard work of many people. Apart from 
those who did layout and advertising . I would like to extend my special thanks and appreciation to Dr. 
Roy Snell . the yearbook staff advisor. and Mr. Len Watling. who took most of the pictures and was a 
valuable source of information. 

D. Savage 
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1 st Row M.B Armstrong. T. Clifford. D. Duguay. C. Richards. R. Clements . J. Huzzey. I. Ferguson. R. Anderson. S. Backlin . 
2nd Row M Kasper. J Tattersall. R. Davis. P Blais. R. Dixon. D. Brown. R. Boulet. M.J . Berkley. M .U. Burke. S. Burtenshaw. K.B. Chafe. 

S Bryan. A Rueben. 
3rd Row' W Sissons. C Greer. R. Hanson. M Benoit. F. Robillard . W . Schlam. R. Torpe. l. Paziuk. K. Campbell. J. lowe. G. Borden. 

D Bolton. P Macualay. B. Labrecque 

1st Row D Fawcett. JED. Byrtus. T Bower. E. Joelson. J . Atwood. R. Coulter. D. Anderson . K. Gladstone. D. Simard. 
2nd Row P Foster. K. Ehrenfellner. W Turnbull. D. Franko. S. Hill. J.S. Ferguson. P. Fleet. R. Harris. C. Higgins. C. Bly. M.J . Gallant. R Clark. 

D W Fredin. J Heath . 
3rd Row E Lukas. H. Jarche. A. Kruger. M . Sigson. R. Walker. C. Chairot. R. Quaia . D. Doyle. M . Ross. J . Leonard. J. Salapura. V. Szarmes. 

H Herchen. P. Catsburg. 

I 



1st Row N May. J .M . Reid . J . Manton. D. Mann. R. Kampman. M.S. Nichol . R. Gundling. P. Hope. J .S.W . Hayter. 

2nd Row DAC. Wilson . R. Liscio. R. Oostlander. F. Dennis. R. Dafoe. Z. Myshkevich. E. Marak. G. Miller. J.C.L. Obst. W .B. Madley. 
3rd Row W .P Grant . D.A. Harris. K. Desroches. D. Daly. A. DeRosenroll . D. Cooper. J. Fraser. L. Clarkin. M . Froh. 

1 st Row N Knapp. R. Jones. K.W . Johnston. N. Greenwood. C.W . Plows. J. Horel. D. McFadden. M. Maxwell . A. Klein . 
2nd Row G. MacKnight. R LaGrandeur. M . Kandal . R.G. Walters. D. Last . P. Jegard. N. lerfino. S. Maly. K. Jestin. J. Steele. 

3rd Row J.J.J. Kearley. A. Kerr. P. Liska . J. Henery. G. Kearney. S. Lawson. M. Laplante . M . Makulowich. P. Liska. R. Kelly. 



1st Row: I.C. Poulter. D. Poucher. A. Stephenson. H. Tarbet. A.J .M. Labrecque. JAL.MA Hamel. U. Jaggi. D. Scott. T. Stinson. 
2nd Row ' C. Steen ken. A.C Stewart . R. Pilgrim. C. Ribble. N.K. Stott. H. Niewiadomski. M . Regush. K. Pon. S. Paget. C. Savage. 
3rd Row : C. Melowsky. R. O·Brien. D. Rector. D. Poitras. R. Poulin . M.S. Ritchie. RA Roach. P. Stogrsn. D. Reid. 

1 st Row: D.E. Williams. B. Terhart . P.J . Walters. R. Burch. G. Fleming. M. Marshall. K.J. Johnston. G. Robertshaw. M. Tepylo. 
2nd Row: K. Symonds. J . Wa ite. JAA.D.J .M . Zohar. S. Wheller. D. Tomas. FA Smith. R. Wagner. G. Whittall . R. Stranks. J . Wright. 

DA Wilson. 
3rd Row: D. Taylor. F. Wigmore. D. Schumaker. E.F. Monk. K. Whitney. M . Overton. R.S. Williams. J.R.M.G. Houston. L. Martin. B. Mordy. 



FOUR SQUADRON 

THOMPSON AND VANCOUVER 

1 sl Row D. Leask. C. Cinnna. G. Bra iser. J. Dewar. G. Thoreson. D. Moore. 
2nd Row J Hutton. F. Fanning. H. Russel. R. Kelly. F. Hansen. M. Kasun. 

3rd Row R MacPhail. J . Barch. M . Martin. A Vandale. B. Righetti . J . Dean. 







CWC 
DCWC 
CWTO 
CWA 
CWSO 
CWPMC 
VCWPMC 
CBM 
DCWA 
CWIO 
DCBM 
LOG ED 

CSL 

CSTO 

CSA 

CSSO 

CFL 

CSC 

CFL 

CSC 

CADET OFFICERS 
C.W. Plows, G.H . Fleming 
R.J . Kampman, T.C. Bower 
R. Clements , W.N.O. Turnbull 
A.J . Stephenson, D.J. Anderson 
M.S. Nichol , A.M .J. Labrecque 
D. Duguay, M.J. Maxwell 
G. Braiser, M. Martin 
G.H. Fleming, JA Steele, J . Huzzey 
J.M. Reid , P.F.J . Blais , P.J. Walters 
D.J . Anderson , P. Hope 
S.B. Paget, M.J. Berkley , D.C. Simard 
C.R. Savage 

NO. 1 SQN NO. 2 Sqn 

G. Joelson D. McFadden 
J.L. Atwood G.Y. Smith 
J.E.D . Byrtus D. Mann 
D. Fawcett KW. Johnston 
J.T. Heath J .S.W. Hayter 
R. R. Harris R.D. LaGrandeur 
R.A. Anderson G.A. Miller 
S.M. Bryan R. Liscio 
D. Brown R.G. Walters 
R. Boulet R.C. Armstrong 

CARTIER CHAMPLAIN 

C.E.P. Richards R. Gundllng 
lAC. Ferguson J . Manton 
S. E. Bu rtenshaw W.B. Madley 
P.F.J . Blais J .C.L. Obst 
S. Backlin N.R. May 
M.B. Armstrong D.A.C Wilson 
T.K. Clifford E.J . Marak 
M.U. Burke Z D. Myshkevlch 

FRASER MACKENZIE 

R. Coulter N.S. Greenwood 
K. Gladstone J . Horel 
P.E. Fleet R.C. Armstrong 
DW. Fredin R.G. Jones 
S. Hill A.B. Klein 
P.A. Foster P.R. Jegard 
J.S. Ferguson M.A. Kandal 
M.J. Gallant N.D. Knapp 

NO. 3 SQN 

H.J. Tarbet 
D.E. Williams 
D.J. Poucher 
RW . Burch 
P.J . Walters 
I.C . Poulter 
R. Wagner 
J .R.M.G. Houston 
J.R. Waite 
C.M. Steen ken 

HUDSON 

CD .D.H. Gorgichuk 
U. Jaggi 
K.S. Pon 
T.B. Stinson 
D.K. Scott 
G.M. Seltz 
R.A. Roach 
N.K. Stott 

LASALLE 

K.J. Johnston 
G.P. Robertshaw 
D.A. Wilson 
G.A. Whittall 
B.A. Terhart 
J . Zohar 
E.F. Monk 
M.G. Tepylo 

NO. 4 SQN 

J.S. Dewar 
J .S. Dewar 
J. Dean 
G. Braiser 

F. Fanning 
H.H. Russell 

THOMPSON 

J .P. Hutton 
F.J . Hansen 

VANCOUVER 

A.R. Vandale 
J . Leask 



HONOR SLATE 

FRONT: G.H. Fleming; 2nd ROW: R. Clements, T.C. Bower; 3rd ROW: G. Joelson , R.J. Kamp-
man, H.J . Tarbet, J .S. Dewar; 4th ROW: CW. Plows , C.E .P. Richards , A.J.M. Labrecque, M.S. 
Nichol, G. Braiser; 5th ROW: D . Anderson , J.M . Reid , D. Mann, D. Duguay, C.R. Savage. 

CWC G.H . Fleming CBM CW. Plows 
DCWC R. Clements DCWA J.M. Reid 
CWTO T.C. Bower CWIO D. Anderson 
CWA C.E.P. Richards DCBM D. Mann 
CWSO A.J .M. Labrecque Ensign D. Duguay 
CWPMC M.S. Nichol LogEd C. Savage 
VCWPMC G. Braiser 

NO. 1 SQN NO.2 SQN NO. 3 SQN NO. 4 SQN 

CSL G. Joelson R.J. Kampman H.J. Tarbet J.S. Dewar 
CSTO R. Coulter R. Gundling D.J . Poucher F.J . Hansen 
CSA P.F.J . Blais P.R. Jegard I.C. Poulter 
CSSO J.T. Heath J .SW. Hayter P.J . Walters H.H. Russell 

CARTIER CHAMPLAIN HUDSON THOMPSON 

CFL I. Ferguson J . Manton A.J. Stephenson J. Leask 
CSC S.A. Backlin W.B. Madley T.B. Stinson 

T.K. Clifford R. Liscio D.K. Scott 

FRASER MACKENZIE LASALLE VANCOUVER 
J.P. Hutton 

CFL J.E.D. Byrtus N.S. Greenwood K.J. Johnston 
CSC P.E. Fleet R.G. Jones D.A. Wilson 

D.C. Simard R.G . Walters G.A. Whittal 



1977-78 - OUT WENT THE OLD ... A~ 



AND IN CAME THE NEW 



9 MINUTES AT U.VIC. 
In retaliation of the theft and subsequent ran

soming of the Royal Roads Military College bell last 
year, a daring raid was staged by the gentlemen 
cadets of RRMC. They were tasked with the 
liberation of the fibreglass sculpture in the Student's 
Union Building (SUB) at the University of Victoria. 

The initial preparation and planning was done 
behind the closed doors of Room 423 in Nixon Block, 
wh ich later became the operational Headquarters. 
The team leader, codename " Stogy", had hand picked 
his el ite team of six and briefed them with the in
formation he had gathered on his previous recces . 

The forecast of operations called for the quick 
deployment of the small team of specialists at 2330 
hours, 15 Oct. 77 , and for their speedy subsequent 
withdrawal , all to be done under the cover of the 
University's Oktoberfest dance which was taking 
place that night . 

At the designated time, two vehciles parked in
conspicuously behind the SUB. The team quickly 
divided itself into three squads, primary contact , 
main movements, and transport. While the latter of 
these readied the vehicles for the return to 
Headquarters, the primary contact squad entered the 
building to reconnoiter and prepare the desired 
object , with the main movements men in clo~e sup
port . The first squad quickly removed the retaining 
bolts and upon Stogy 's signal , " Let's go", the main 

movements squad came in and removed the object to 
the now waiting transports . To prevent interception, 
an intricate escape route was followed to the 
foreward rendezvous point , where the piece of art 
was secured for the journey back to Headquarters. 

The factor which made the operation successful 
was the apathy of the UVic students present , brought 
on by the shock of the split second timing and military 
precision with which this daring exploit was executed, 
leaving no time for the observers to react. The raid 
had taken only nine minutes at the UVic campus, and 
was an outstanding success . 





Congratulations Grads 

BROWN IES FRIED CHICKEN 
TAKE OUT FOODS 

Catering to Parties Large or Small 
1881 Fort St. 592 -2467 

1205 Esquimalt Rd . 382 -8201 

FINE WATCH AND JEWELLERY REPAIRS 

T ELEPHONE 38 4 -3741 

WATCHES :: DIAMONDS :: JEWELLERY 

.,.. H 1153 ESOUIMALT PLAZA 

VICTOR I A, 8 C 

Victoria's 

Quality 

Camera 
Shop 

'--

for .11 photographic needs 

ELECTRIC EYE 
1006 Broad Street 386-6378 

British Columbias 
Best Teak Buys 

We have an excellent selection 
of fine Scandinavian furniture. 
Come in and talk with us 
about your furniture needs. 

1950 Blanshard Victoria 382-7238 

Western 
teak 
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GOLDSTREAM 

,-----,BTTB 

GREGG FURNITURE 
Mfgs. of fine upholstered 

furniture and re-upholstery 
2300 Douglas St. 

388 -7365 

BRCWN'S 
THE FLORlST 

Greenhouse fresh flowers 
for every occasion 

Flowers by wire almost 
anywhere in the world . 

388-5545 

INTERNATIONAL 
LITTLE 

\ .. . . ,.-~ 
.. . 

CHEESE AND WEIN 
SHOPS 

IMPORTED, DOMESTIC AND 
SPECIALTY CHEESES 

FANCY SAUSAGES AND SALAMI 
ASSORTED FOOD AND GIFT ITEMS 

CHEESE PARTY EXPERTS 

Hillside Shopping Centre 
Victoria, B.C. 

595-3232 
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714 VIEW ST. 
385-1921 

HILLSIDE SHOPPING CENTRE 
595-1244 

THE HAUNTED 
BOOK SHOP 

822% Fo Fort Street Victoria, B.C. 

H. Gerwing 
the haunted book shop 

COMPLEMENTS OF 

TRAFALGAR BRANCH No. 42 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION 

17 1416 Broad St. 
Victoria, B.C. 

'PURr 'OF ~OUND 
AV DTO 

733A JOHNSON ST. 
VICTORIA , B.C. 

733 Goldstream Ave. 

478-4253 

Complete Sales And 
Service Centre 
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2244 Sooke !Road 
Viclo"ca, $. e. V9.'/.J 15(1 

478.0833 

FOR EACH AND EVERY BALL 

1802 
GOVERNMENT 

STREET. 
VICTORIA 
386· 3841 

WYATT'S 

Shoes for the family 
Dress Shoes 
Casuals 
Work Boots 
Cowboy Boots 

Westbrooke Centre 
77 6 Goldstream Ave. 

Langford 
Victoria , B.C. 

478 -9212 
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ehristian 
look~om 

631 J o hnson 5 1. 
Victoria, B.C. V8W IM7 

THE ORIENT 
1411 Government 

Street 
383 -6223 

D O ll & Jud y 
F "~lOn 

T elephone 
(604) 384-7534 

III 

Y our Inspirational Book Store 

YUlE lr]Rl[ CK ANlD 

JUKlE S1H[()lP 
17 36 Douglas Street 
Phone385 -0510 

Magic Entertainment 
with 

John Peter Overholt 
Master in the Art of Deception 

Magician Supplies ~~g~~ 
Specialty Gags, Children's Toys & Tricks ,~ 
Puzzels, New Year's Eve Favours, Masks. • - • 

618 View St. Phone 385-9622 

Downtown Victoria 
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Montague BRIDGMAN Ltd. 
China 

811 Government St. 
Victor ia, B.C. 

Phone383 -0821 

CORAL SANDS 

AQUARIUM 
AND PET SHOP 

721 STATION RD . 
Phone 478 -9814 

CB' BOROGROVE 
. BOOKSHOP 

10CENTENNIAL SQUARE 
VICTORIA , B .C. vew lP7 

386 -87 36 
ELIZABETH AND ED HAYTHORNWAITE 
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DAFFY-NITIONS 

Coke Machine - The one-armed bandit of R.R. 
Stew - The only chapter in the Galley Cookbook. 
Bed - The only thing we don 't see enough of. 
Classroom - Our second dormitory. 
Professors - Disturbers of the peace. 
Scran Locker - Sgt. Brien 's hock shop. 
Drying Room - Cadet's clothing exchange . 

Quoted from the 1951 Log. 

Fishing 
Supplies 

67~BANK 
THE BANK OF NOVA SCOTIA 

LANGFORD 

Tackle & Trophy 

758 Goldstream Ave. 
478-0821 

MUNRO'S BOOKS 
2 Locations 

753 Yates Street382 -2464 
203 MarketSquare382-1322 

Victoria , B.C. 

Awards 
Engraving 

THE BEL-AIR RESTAURANT 
Home Cooked Meals - Away From Home 

7 :00 - 7 :00 
1708 Douglas 
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DISCOVER THE WESTWIND 
Where the good times happen 

• Lonesome Charlie 's - Where good friends meet. 
• Bogey's Disco - Dance to total sound . 
• Corral Room - Live entertainment nightly . 
• Smugglers Cove Lounge - A place to relax . 
• London House - Food at it's best 

It's the Prime Rib Capital of the World . 

WESTWIND INTERNATIONAL MOTOR INN 
A FULL FACILITY HOTEL 

741 Goldstream Avenue reservations 4 78 -8 334 
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International 

Knives 
KNIVES 
GUNS 

574 YATES ST. 
Victoria, B.C. 
(Across from the 
Post Office) 

MILITARY SURPLUS 
MILITARY BADGES, BOOKS, ETC. 

KNIVES, GUNS, MILITARY SURPLUS 
MILITARY BADGES, BOOKS , ETC. 

"Everything for Typing & Writing" 

KEN HODGSON 

744 Johnson Street 
VictOria, B.C. V8W 1 N 1 

Ph.383 -2 422 

Phone 
385·3 112 

British Columbias 
Best Teak Buys 

We have an excellent selection 
of fine Scandinavian furniture. 
Come in and talk with us 
about your furniture needs. 

Western teak 
1950 Blanshard Victoria 

382·7238 
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ROYAL COLWOOD GOLF AND COUNTRY CLUB 629 Goldstream 478 -9591 
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Presenting .... 

THREE SQUADRON 
FEATURING: 

THE HUD STUDS 

AND! 

THE LASALLE ANIMALS 
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